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Abstract 
 There are well over one hundred published methods and etude collections written for the 
bassoon. However, many bassoon teachers and students are only familiar with a few of them, 
primarily those composed by Julius Weissenborn and Ludwig Milde. This is evidenced by the 
frequent mentions of these etudes in writings about bassoon literature, repertoire surveys, 
university syllabi, articles in the journal of the International Double Reed Society, and more. 
While these specific studies remain an invaluable part of the bassoonist’s repertoire, there are 
several aspects of bassoon playing they do not address, particularly where post-Romantic 
musical styles are concerned. When the need arises to study material outside the purview of these 
classic texts, one may have difficulty determining where to seek it. Printed descriptions of the 
etude repertoire are few and limited in scope, and there is a notable dearth of recordings of 
etudes by accomplished bassoonists. 
 To remedy this deficiency in the bassoon community’s resources, this document contains 
a guide to the pedagogical aspects of bassoon playing which can be addressed through the study 
of etudes, a listing of the individual etudes in a collection which address each of these subjects, 
and an annotated bibliography of seventy-three etude collections.  
 The areas of bassoon playing addressed include dexterity, key studies, atonality, large 
intervals, extreme ranges, venting, articulation, rhythm, rests, subdivisions, meters, clefs, 
ornaments, extended techniques, non-standard notation, and expression. Several of these subjects 
are accompanied by a table of etudes, chosen from the seventy-three collections, that address the 
technique. 
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 The annotated bibliography includes information on each collection’s grade of difficulty, 
length, and range and clef-reading requirements; a collection’s approach to dexterity, 
articulation, rhythm, meter, and expression are also described. 
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Chapter One 
Introduction 
 The purpose of my research is to create a guide to the bassoon etude repertoire. There are 
a great number of etude collections in print or available through library loan, but it is difficult to 
know what skills they address or for whom they would be appropriate without possessing an 
actual copy of the book. Recordings, which are often valuable in exploring new solo or chamber 
music repertoire, are very narrow in their scope where the etude literature is concerned. 
Additionally, there are very few printed descriptions of the etudes available. To remedy this 
deficiency in the bassoon community’s resources, I have collected (and played) more than 
seventy collections of etudes; this has resulted in the creation of both an annotated bibliography 
of each book and a cross-referenced guide to the aspects of bassoon playing addressed by the 
individual etudes within. It is my hope that this resource will help students and teachers quickly 
locate etudes that will answer their needs. 
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Current State of Scholarship Regarding the Bassoon Etude Repertoire 
 There are well over one hundred published methods and etude collections written for the 
bassoon. Wayne Wilkins’s The Index of Bassoon Music includes 157 entries for methods and 
etude books.1 Bodo Koenigsbeck's bibliography of bassoon repertoire lists over 150 pedagogical 
books, the majority of which are etude collections.2 TrevCo-Varner Music, an American 
distributor and publisher of works solely for double reed instruments, carries more than seventy 
in-print etude books for the bassoon.3 However, many bassoon teachers and students are still 
reliant on a few "sacred texts" for their primary etude study; namely, the etude collections by 
Julius Weissenborn and Ludwig Milde.4 This is evidenced by the frequent mentions of these 
etudes in bassoon literature, repertoire surveys, university syllabi, the blogs of respected 
pedagogues, articles in the journal of the International Double Reed Society, and more. These 
etudes have proven to be valuable tools for well over a century, and rightly so: they are well-
composed musical pieces which address the skills generally required of bassoonists.5 However, 
                                                             
 1. Wayne Wilkins, compiler, The Index of Bassoon Music (Magnolia, AR: The Music 
Register, 1976), 5-7.  
 
 2. Bodo Koenigsbeck, Bassoon Bibliography (Monteux, France: Musica Rara, 1994), 
483. Koenigsbeck’s results do not echo those of Wilkins, as Wilkins included transcriptions of 
etudes for other instruments as well as method books published as part of concert band series as 
well. Koenigsbeck only includes works originally published for the bassoon. 
 
 3. TrevCo-Varner Music, accessed March 1, 2016, www.trevcomusic.com. 
  
 4. Julius Weissenborn, Fagott-Studien für Fortgeschrittene Op. 8,2, ed. Doug Spaniol 
(Warngau, Germany: Accolade, 2012); Ludwig Milde, 50 Concert Studies, Op. 26, 2 vols., ed. 
Simon Kovar (New York: International Music, 1948). These are only two of the multiple 
editions currently in circulation. 
  
 5. More specifically, they address skills required by the Classical and Romantic 
repertoires, which still dominate the education of students of the modern bassoon. Etudes 
addressing materials of the Renaissance and Baroque eras are practically non-existent (and are of 
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this reliance on a select few works has relegated many valuable collections of etudes to a 
position of lesser utility and familiarity.  
Karl Öhlberger, formal principal bassoon of the Vienna Philharmonic and professor at the 
Hochschule fuer Music und Darstellende Kunst Wien, is quoted by his student Judith Farmer as 
saying, “Many bassoonists start with Weissenborn and then go straight to Milde.”6 He was not 
endorsing this approach, however. Farmer elaborates: “Öhlberger was a great believer in etudes 
and a had a large collection of lesser-known intermediate ones. . . By doing several books of 
intermediate studies after Weissenborn (Hofmann, Schmidt, Bruns, Pivonka) one had a very 
solid foundation for approaching the Milde etudes.”7 It is interesting to note these parenthetical 
etudes were written after Milde’s etudes, which are composed in a late-Romantic style, while 
Bruns and Pivonka, in particular, are composed in a more adventurous style, both harmonically 
and rhythmically. 
 Etudes with varied melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic material are critical to providing a 
diverse, solid foundation for growth, especially as the repertoire expands beyond the language 
and notational conventions of the Romantic era. Arthur Weisberg writes in the introduction to his 
15 Etudes in the Style of 20th Century Music: “Most etude books deal with music of the Classical 
or Romantic periods, and as valuable as they may be, they do not explore the newer directions 
taken by many 20th century composers. These directions include a very different harmonic 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
limited utility on the modern instrument, which is quite different from the bassoon’s pre-Baroque 
antecedents and the Baroque bassoon).  
 
6. Judith Farmer, “Karl Öhlberger,” The Double Reed 24, no. 4 (2001): 35. 
 
7. Ibid. 
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language, a vast extension of rhythmic possibilities, and the introduction of a number of new 
notational sybols.”8 
Methods of Discovering the Etude Repertoire 
 Oboist Martin Schuring, in his prefatory notes to a new edition of Franz Ferling's Forty-
Eight Studies for Oboe, writes, "As students of John de Lancie at the Curtis Institute of Music, 
our lesson fare was predictable and consistent: Barret, Brod, Ferling, Gillet, Graduation. These 
materials formed the basis of everything we were taught about music and oboe and life."9 The 
etudes chosen by one's teacher have a tremendous influence on the music that student will then 
choose to use in their own teaching. The passing of knowledge from teacher to student, who then 
becomes a teacher him or herself, is a critical part of our tradition, linking us to our musical 
forebears.  
 However, too narrow a focus on hallowed materials may impede the assignment of 
unfamiliar etudes that could be more suitable for students, for example a collection focusing on 
the techniques of contemporary music, or challenging an experienced student with unfamiliar 
pieces. In these situations a teacher needs to consult an outside resource. This might include 
recommendations by other bassoonists, perusal of library holdings or publishers' offerings, or 
research into the bibliographies and histories by authors such as William Waterhouse, Lyndesay 
Langwill, or James Kopp.10 
                                                             
 8. Arthur Weisberg, 15 Etudes Written in the Style of 20th Century Music (self-published, 
2004), 1. 
 
 9. Franz Wilhelm Ferling, 48 Studies for Oboe (Or Saxophone) Op. 31, ed. Martin 
Schuring (New York: Kalmus, 2004), 2. 
 
 10. William Waterhouse, Bassoon (London: Kahn & Averill, 2003); William 
Waterhouse, Tutor Chart Etude (London: KPG Publishing, 2012); Lyndesay G. Langwill, The 
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 If the teacher in question is not a bassoonist themself, the methods of etude selection may 
be less effective. This teacher's knowledge of etudes may come only from name-recognition 
gained in a college course in woodwind methods or perhaps even by simply encountering books 
in their school's music library. The non-bassoonist may also recognize a few key collections by 
their frequent appearance on honor band or all-state audition lists. These methods of discovery 
will likely result in finding the most common etudes, but they do little to aid the teacher in 
choosing etudes that answer a student's specific needs. Additionally, the etudes may be beyond a 
younger player's abilities to be effective, which could lead to the formation of bad habits or 
frustration – particularly if the student does not have the regular guidance of a bassoonist. 
 A path to discovering new music that is notably absent in this situation is listening. There 
are few recordings of bassoon etudes made by accomplished musicians, and etudes are hardly 
ever performed in public.11 Therefore students are generally only exposed to etudes that their 
teacher selects for them, or that they hear other players perform in studio class or a masterclass.12 
This situation also results in limited knowledge of available etude material when the student 
leaves their teacher's studio, whether they seek music for themselves or students of their own.  
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Bassoon and Contrabassoon (New York: W. W. Norton, 1966); James B. Kopp, The Bassoon 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2012). 
 
 11. Presently, on YouTube and other internet video resources, one can find recordings of 
etudes that have been assigned as audition material for honor band and all-state groups; these are 
often recorded by college professors to help the general pool of applicants. Though valuable, 
these do little to raise awareness of the non-standard etude literature. Examples include Gary 
Moody, "2015 Colorado All-State Audition Instructional Video - Bassoon (Rubank p.44)," 
published October 8, 2014, accessed April 12, 2016, https://youtu.be/gkEYc26XqrM; also Scott 
Pool, "Texas All State/Region Bassoon Etudes 2015/16 Milde 21," published October 16, 2015, 
accessed May 10, 2016, https://youtu.be/lsFH--npALU. 
 
 12. This means that, instead of polished performances by superb players, students hear 
performances of variable quality. 
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 Each of the difficulties encountered in the situations described above could be mitigated 
by the availability of a detailed survey of the available etude literature, cross-referenced by 
various characteristics and assigned a general difficulty level by an experienced performer and 
teacher. My current research will result in such a resource.  
Nature of Etudes and their Sources 
 An etude is a composition written for teaching a specific concept, or at least of 
strengthening abilities in some manner. They share many characteristics with a longer, solo 
composition: a musical language associated with a particular era, recognizable forms, dynamic 
and articulation markings. Unlike most solo compositions, they tend to be much shorter, perhaps 
only sixteen to thirty-two bars in length, and rarely have an accompaniment provided. While 
etudes are complete compositions, they are rarely performed as solo pieces, perhaps due to 
brevity, lack of variety in the material, or lack of an engaging character. As one progresses in 
their study, the increased length and complexity of the etude literature results in more pieces that 
would be appropriate for public performance. 
 Etudes can typically be found in three different sources: method books, compilations, and 
collections. Method books are progressive, starting with the basics of playing the instrument and 
gradually adding more concepts and complexity in rhythm, technique, articulations, etc. 
Exercises and etudes are combined with instructive prose, diagrams, fingering charts, duets, 
transcriptions of well-known melodies, and excerpts from popular solos.13 For method books 
which are written by bassoonists, often the etude material is newly composed. Examples of 
                                                             
 13. “Exercises” as used here refers to passages designed to work a very specific goal, 
such as a difficult fingering or articulation. An exercise is not a developed composition, but 
instead a “tool” for repairing a particular deficiency in the playing. 
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methods written by bassoonists include those by Étienne Ozi, Carl Almenräder, and, most 
famously, Weissenborn.14 Many important collections of etudes are taken from these methods.  
 A compilation approach, where etudes are selected from a variety of pre-existing sources, 
is evident in examples such as the two volumes of Alan Hawkins's Melodious and Progressive 
Studies for Bassoon and Benedykt Górecki’s 50 Etiud Wirtuozowskich na fagot.15 These 
compilations typically contain fewer written directions and may not be organized by progressive 
difficulty. They occasionally include music originally intended for other instruments which has 
been adapted to the bassoon (with varying degrees of success).16 
 Etude books by a single composer tend not employ a progressive difficulty method, 
instead requiring a similar level of expertise for all the included etudes. The majority of the 
bassoon etude literature is found in collections such as these, and they are the primary focus of 
this document. 
Relevant Prior Research 
 There are several documents that deal with the bassoon etude repertoire in various levels 
of detail. At the most general level, etude books are listed by title in the bibliographies of 
                                                             
  
 14. Étienne Ozi, Nouvelle méthode de bassoon (Paris: J. M. Fuzeau, [1803]); Carl 
Almenräder, Die Kunst des Fagottblasens (Mainz-Leipzig: B. Schott Söhne, 1843). 
 
 15. Alan Hawkins, ed. Melodious and Progressive Studies for Bassoon (San Antonio: 
Southern Music Company, n.d.); Benedykt Górecki, ed. 50 Etiud Wirtuozowskich na fagot 
(Krakow: Polskie Wydawnictwo Muzyczne, 1967). 
 
 16. Etudes originally composed for other instruments and then adapted for the bassoon 
will be discussed as they arise in the annotated bibliography.  
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Burchard Bulling and Bodo Koenigsbeck.17 No information on suggested difficulty level or other 
description of the contents is provided in these books, aside from the occasional number of 
etudes given in the title. These books do little to help anyone looking for material addressing a 
specific technique or grade level. 
  At the next level of detail are categorizations of the etudes by suggested level of ability. 
This method of organization can be found in Rasmussen and Mattran’s A Teacher’s Guide to the 
Literature of Woodwind Instruments, the syllabi of various university pedagogues, and 
examination guides such as that of Trinity Guildhall.18 These listings rarely explain why an etude 
collection belongs at a certain level or what the contents are. Pedagogical articles can be found in 
The Double Reed, the journal of the International Double Reed Society, that suggest specific 
repertoire for students at varying levels of ability with accompanying reasons for the choice. 
Examples from just one issue include Kristin Wolfe Jensen's “Always Play Beautifully: An 
Approach to Teaching High School Students” and “Bassoon Pedagogy: A Panel Discussion at 
the 2003 IDRS Conference.”19   
 Further attempts at grading etudes have resulted in some teachers going as far as 
prescribing a specific order in which to study the etude literature. The “Barret, Brod, Ferling, 
Gillet” order of John de Lancie has already been mentioned. Norman Herzberg, bassoon 
                                                             
 17. Burchard Bulling, Fagott Bibliographie (Wilhelmshaven: Noetzel, Heinrichshofen-
Bucher, 1989). 
 
 18. Mary Rasmussen and Donald Mattran, A Teacher’s Guide to the Literature of 
Woodwind Instruments (Milford, NH: The Cabinet Press, 1966); Woodwind Syllabus Online 
Edition (London: Trinity College, 2015). 
 
 19. Kristen Wolfe Jensen, "Always Play Beautifully: An Approach to Teaching High 
School Bassoonists," The Double Reed 27, no. 2 (2004): 75-79; Michael Burns, compiler, 
"Bassoon Pedagogy: A Panel Discussion at the 2003 IDRS Conference," The Double Reed 27, 
no. 2 (2004): 83-88. 
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professor at USC for many years, taught etude books in an inviolable order, each book to be read 
from first etude to last.20 His list has found its way into many syllabi and online resources.  
 It is important at this point to recognize that an etude book is a collection of individual 
etudes, each of which is a unique composition, and the collection may not be arranged in a 
progressive or otherwise cohesive manner. Technical dexterity, endurance, variety of 
articulation, dynamic control, and formal construction are just some of the factors that could be 
selected for a grading scheme, and an individual etude will present each aspect in varying 
degrees. With this in mind, an ordering of etude books becomes a problematic task. To most 
effectively assign etudes addressing a student's particular needs and skills, each one must be 
chosen as an individual composition instead of as part of a collection.21 
 Efforts have been made by some authors to describe specific etudes from collections, for 
example Eric Stomberg in his survey of the bassoon music of Victor Bruns, and Fernando 
Zuñiga Chanto in an analysis of three etudes from Milde's Concert Etudes.22 Similar writings 
about the bassoon repertoire are few in number, but models can be found in other instruments' 
pedagogy, such as in Sun-Im Cho's analysis of each etude in Hummel's opus 125, Aaron Farrell's 
                                                             
 20. Carol Loraine Cope Low, "Norman Herzberg: An Icon of Bassoon Pedagogy" (DMA 
diss., University of North Carolina at Greensboro, 2008), 43-49. 
 
21. Most of the etude collections detailed in this document are consistent in difficulty 
across their respective contents, so a progressive ordering of them is possible, even if not ideal. 
 
 22. Eric Stomberg, "The Bassoon Sonatas of Victor Bruns: An Analystical and 
Performance Perspective (with an Annotated Bibliography of Works for Bassoon)" (DMA diss., 
University of Cincinnati, 2004); Fernando Zuñiga Chanto, "Alternative Strategies for the 
Refinement of Bassoon Technique Through the Concert Etudes, Op. 26, by Ludwig Milde" 
(DMA diss., University of Arizona, 2011).  
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Practical Guide to Twentieth-Century Violin Etudes, and Mitsuro Saito’s A Critique of Etudes 
and Method Books for Advanced Euphoniumists. 23  
 Categorization of the bassoon repertoire by their musical elements has been undertaken 
by a few bassoonists. Christopher Weait published a table categorizing some standard etude 
books’ contents by key in his Bassoon Strategies for the Next Level.24 David Pierce created a 
rubric for grading Vivaldi's thirty-seven bassoon concerti based on interval content, subtitled 
“Toward a Pedagogical Ordering.”25  
 The resources mentioned above have all been valuable in my own teaching, helping me 
quickly identify both familiar and unfamiliar works which complement my students' abilities and 
address their needs.26 I have been inspired by these prior efforts to make my own contribution to 
our community’s resources, and so have created the following annotated bibliography and 
pedagogical guide to the bassoon etude repertoire.  
                                                             
 23. Sun-Im Cho, "Johann Nepomuk Hummel's Piano Etudes, op. 125: A Pedagogical 
Analysis" (DMA diss., City University of New York, 2012); Aaron M. Farrell, "A Practical 
Guide to Twentieth-Century Violin Etudes with Performance and Theoretical Analysis" (DMA 
diss., Louisiana State University, 2004); Mitsuro Saito, “A Critique of Etudes and Method Books 
for Advanced Euphoniumists” (DMA diss., University of North Texas, 2008). 
 
 24. Christopher Weait, “Key Relationships of Studies,” in Bassoon Strategies for the 
Next Level (Worthington, OH: Christopher Weait, 2009), 56-59. 
 
 25. David Pierce, “The Bassoon Concertos of Antonio Vivaldi: Toward a Pedagogical 
Ordering,” Journal of the International Double Reed Society, no. 15 (1987): 83-84. 
 
26. The work of Brett van Gansbeke has also been inspirational. He undertook a project 
focused on the bassoon’s orchestral excerpt repertoire, combining the many disparate writings on 
this topic into a single, online resource: "The Orchestral Bassoon: A Digital Resource for 
Bassoonists."26 His website has generated a great deal of interest in the bassoon community and 
has quickly become the go-to source for recordings, pedagogical advice, and the excerpted parts 
themselves. Brett van Gansbeke, "The Orchestral Bassoon: A Pedagogical Website for 
Bassoonists" (DMA diss., Indiana University, 2012); and the accompanying website, "The 
Orchestral Bassoon: A Digital Resource for Bassoonists," www.orchestralbassoon.com. 
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Chapter Two: Methodology 
 In addition to seeking out the numerous etude books currently available in libraries and 
for sale by retailers, I conducted a search for pedagogical materials mentioned in the various 
publications of the International Double Reed Society, bassoon resource texts, and syllabi of 
university studios and independent teachers available online. These resources do not represent all 
teachers or curricula, but they do represent a wide range of national traditions and span almost 
fifty years in their origin. The results showed a few books of etudes that are recommended 
consistently across all sources, while some receive mention only once or twice.27 This does not 
necessarily mean that etudes besides the “greatest hits” are never taught, but does show that the 
general focus of the pedagogical community is on a relatively limited number of etudes. 
Presentation of Findings 
 I have written a chapter in which I describe several aspects of bassoon playing that may 
be addressed by the study of etudes. In multiple occasions, a table of etudes that address each 
category is provided to help easily locate a relevant study. These suggestions may include 
specific etudes or an entire collection if it seems particularly well-suited to the task.  
I also provide an annotated bibliography of the etude books examined in the course of 
this research. The annotations describe the general characteristics and value of the etudes in 
relation to the rest of the repertoire, as well as an assigned grade level. A table including each 
pedagogical category provides details on the books’ contents. Biographical information about the 
composer or the circumstances of composition are included only if they are relevant to a 
collection’s pedagogical purpose. I have limited my discussion to etudes which are available for 
                                                             
 27. The sources and results of this survey appear in Appendix A.  
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purchase or that can be obtained through interlibrary loan or via an online source, for example 
the International Music Score Library Project (imslp.org).  
Limits of this Research 
It is not in the scope of this project to detail every etude in every printed collection 
available, though I have made efforts to include as many as possible. The lack of etude 
recordings will not be remedied, though that would be a worthwhile follow-up project to this 
one. After surveying a great deal of etudes, there are clearly some topics which could be further 
explored, through arrangements of existing etudes for other instruments or the composition of 
new etudes. An online database of this document’s results, searchable by specific technique, 
style period, and grade level, would also be valuable. 
Pitch Nomenclature 
 This document will use the Grove Dictionary’s modified Helmholtz system for naming 
pitches.28 
  
 
 
Figure 1. Modified Helmholtz pitch nomenclature. 
 
 
B♭’  C  c  c’  c’’   f’’ 
 
 
                                                             
 28. “Pitch Notation,” Grove Music Online, accessed October 13, 2016, http://0-
www.oxfordmusiconline.com.innopac.library.unr.edu/subscriber/page/Intro_to_Grove. 
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 The ranges of the bassoon are often given various names to define their character. There 
are no hard and fast rules, and the ranges occasionally overlap, but they can generally be 
described as follows:   
B♭’ to F: the low range 
F to f: the primary or fundamental octave 
f♯ to d’ the overblown or second octave 
a to b♭’: the tenor range 
a’ to f’’: the high range 
Grading Scheme 
 The method used here to grade the etudes is based on the typical progression of students 
through the public education and higher education systems in the United States. It is assumed 
that a student begins the bassoon in middle school (approximately thirteen years of age), perhaps 
after having played another instrument first, and that they receive limited private instruction 
throughout their public school years. When determining the grade of etude appropriate for a 
student, their particular circumstances must be the primary consideration, and a grade level 
should not be seen as a definitive indicator of a student’s preparedness. If a collection is 
appropriate for multiple levels, this will be indicated by a range (e.g. “3-4”). The grade level is 
indicated in each individual collection’s entry in the bibliography, and also in a table in the 
Appendix for quick reference.  
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Level 1 
A student new to the bassoon, who may already have some knowledge of musical 
concepts and notation. A beginner’s range tends to quickly expand up to a d’ as the 
fingerings are nearly identical to those in the primary octave. Keys with up to three flats 
and two sharps are common in middle school band literature, and the student will soon 
read them with ease. Only the bass clef is used at this level. The rhythmic content is 
limited to eighth notes, occasionally sixteenths, and eighth note rests. Meters are 
symmetrical and based on the quarter note pulse. The etudes are short, approximately 
one-half page in length. 
 
Level 2 
A student whose range extends upward to an g’ and can comfortably play in keys up to 
four flats and four sharps. Increasing rhythmic complexity with the addition of dotted 
rhythms and triplet subdivisions. Meters with a half note pulse appear, as do compound 
meters on a dotted-eighth pulse. Tenor clef reading is very rare. These etudes are about 
half-a-page to a page in length.  
 
Level 3  
A student who has been taking private lessons during high school or is just beginning 
undergraduate study. They are comfortable in keys up to five flats and sharps, and have 
been extending their range to a b♭’. They understand the concept of proper venting of the 
overblown octave, even if they have yet to master it. The student can name pitches in the 
tenor clef and read it, if somewhat slowly, in the upper half of the staff and above.  
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Level 4 
A student who has completed the first half of an undergraduate degree. They are 
expanding their range upward beyond b♭’ but have yet to attain the same technical ease 
they have in the lower octaves. Frequent syncopation and multiple, mixed subdivisions of 
the beat are common. Asymmetrical meters are understood. All major and minor keys are 
readable, though the most difficult may still give pause. The tenor clef is standard and the 
student reads it as well as they do bass clef, outside of some very low notation. The 
etudes are often a page or greater in length. Etudes up to this level address most of the 
technique required for the orchestral repertoire of the Baroque and Classical eras. 
 
Level 5  
A student who has completed their undergraduate degree. This student has experience 
with various styles of music, is increasingly comfortable with the technique in the highest 
range (though they may be limited somewhat by their instrument, if they do not yet own 
one of the best quality), are comfortable playing in all keys, and have studied the standard 
ornaments. The student has some experience with non-traditional notation and basic 
extended techniques. Some of the post-tonal repertoire is appropriate. They can rapidly 
switch between bass and tenor clefs with ease and read the treble clef. Etudes to this point 
have prepared the player for most of the Romantic era orchestral repertoire and later 
music written in a romantic style. 
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Level 6  
A student pursuing an advanced degree. Etudes employing atonality or non-traditional 
harmonies, various extended techniques, and detailed articulations, dynamics, and other 
stylistic markings are appropriate. The student will encounter uncommon scales, large 
intervals in succession, and non-intuitive rhythmic content. All three clefs are used. The 
pitch e’’ is accepted as the highest in normal range, but f’’ frequently appears. All 
orchestral and solo repertoire is within reach by this stage in study, and no etude presents 
an insurmountable task; the only limitation for this player is a matter of the time spent in 
serious practice. By the conclusion of the advanced degree, the player is a bassoonist of 
professional caliber.  
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Chapter Three: Pedagogical Concepts 
Overview 
 Performance on any woodwind instrument requires constant manipulation of three main 
factors: air, embouchure, and fingers. Without the presence of or variation in any one of these, 
only the most basic or unusual effects can be produced. The performer’s training and practice, 
continuing throughout their careers, focus on refining the interaction of these elements and 
expanding the player’s palette of available approaches to the wide variety of music they are 
bound to encounter. 
 The overwhelming majority of the etude literature composed for the bassoon focuses on 
the accuracy of finger movement to facilitate the most fluid technique possible. Closely coupled 
with this is the action of the tongue in a variety of patterns, articulations, and speeds. Though the 
etude literature may appear to be heavily invested in the finger and tongue dexterity of the 
player, the wind itself is an ever-present component as well. The bassoon also requires ongoing 
minuscule changes to the shape of the lips and oral cavity to achieve effects including dynamics, 
intensity, color, and range. 
 A fourth element required for successful performance is the player’s intellect.29 In 
particular, there must be constant awareness of two elements: sound and notation. The timbre, 
intonation, and a concept of style must always be utmost in the player’s mind, even when 
working on material that may seem to be merely “finger-waggling.” These two elements are 
hardly mentioned in the etude literature. “Mit vollem Ton (With full tone)” Weissenborn writes 
                                                             
 29. “Many musicians have the impression that the world of musical study is cut from two 
different cloths: ‘technique’ and ‘musicality.’ The truth is that if either of these two elements is 
missing, there can simply be no music. . . Conquering technical hurdles is not simply a matter of 
good old-fashioned elbow grease but often it is a question of mind over matter.” David McGill, 
Sound in Motion (Bloomington, IN, Indiana University Press, 2007), 264.  
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in the first bar of the Fifty Advanced Studies, but no further mention of tone quality is made.30 As 
for intonation, one must play in tune – a fact so obvious that it is unfortunately never written. 
Another factor is that one must be able to read the etudes. The player’s ability to quickly process 
what they are seeing and produce it in sound is critical.  
 As the word “etude” suggests, these are studies, generally focusing on one or two specific 
facets of bassoon playing. Of course, etudes are compositions made up of tones and rhythms, 
with meters, clefs, articulations, and dynamics. My goal is not to list every element of music that 
an etude contains, but instead to point out those etudes which address aspects of performance in 
a particularly effective or unusual way, or that are clearly written with the furtherance of that 
technique in mind. The lists of etudes which accompany each section below are not exhaustive or 
exclusionary.  
 A thorough description of the aspects of bassoon playing is valuable, but cannot replace 
the importance of studying with a proficient teacher. The techniques discussed below have 
countless subtle variations which are best discovered through the guidance of an experienced 
bassoonist. A single note played beautifully often reveals more to the student than a page of text 
about the usage of embouchure and breath control.  
 
  
                                                             
 30. Julius Weissenborn, Fagott-Studien für Fortgeschrittene, op 8, no. 2 (Leipzig: C.F. 
Peters, 1887), 3. 
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Finger Dexterity 
 Finger dexterity, more commonly referred to simply as “technique,” is the focus of a 
great number of the etudes. The effective use of the fingers is a constant factor in all bassoon 
playing: proper location of the fingers above holes and keys while supporting the instrument with 
the left forefinger, minimizing the distance a finger must travel to cover a hole or press a key, 
and minimal use of pressure once in contact with the instrument; these concepts are continually 
in use. In the case of this chapter, I am referring to more specialized aspects of technique and 
how the etude repertoire addresses each of them.  
 The bassoon’s keywork is notably less-advanced than that of the flute, clarinet, or oboe, 
complicated by its length and, disappointingly, the disinterest of professional bassoonists in 
supporting some of the efforts being made to improve the situation. There are thus a great many 
“inconveniences” in the bassoon technique that must be addressed in addition to the other 
demands upon the fingers. 
 For the player new to the bassoon, method books and simple exercises are designed to 
teach them the location of the holes and keys and the general movement of the fingers up and 
down some easy scales, C major and F major in particular, in long note values with adequate 
rests. While quite elementary, this focus on the individual finger motions required to move 
smoothly between one pitch and another is the foundation of all technique on the bassoon. 
Exercise books such as those by Frederick Moritz and Simon Kovar emphasize this by focusing 
on a very limited number of tones in their exercises.  
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Keyed Studies 
 Most etudes are of course written in a key, but here I am giving my attention to those 
etude collections which are “keyed”; that is, where the key center is the main compositional and 
organizational element of the etudes. Familiarity with the scales, arpeggios, and patterns used by 
composers throughout historical style periods is invaluable in aiding the reading and quick 
acquisition of unfamiliar material. The material found in these etudes will appear again and again 
throughout one’s career. 
 Etude books organized by key typically begin with C major (or A minor), and progress 
by adding sharps and flats to the key signature.31 The music usually includes progressions 
through the closely-related key areas as well. The most well-known collection of keyed etudes is 
Milde’s 25 Studies in Scales and Chords. Each key is explored in two consecutive etudes: the 
first is written in primarily scalar motion in both the major and relative minor, while the second 
focuses on arpeggiations (the twenty-fifth etude is a chromatic study). Piard splits the first sixty 
of his Quatre vingt dix études into two volumes of thirty etudes each; the first volume is on 
scales while the second is on arpeggios. This division of patterns is not typical, however; more 
commonly a composer combines scalar and arpeggiated material into a single etude, such as in 
Jakob Satzenhofer’s 24 Studies. In Alamiro Giampieri’s 16 Studi Giornalieri de 
Perfezionamento, each etude contains all 24 major and minor keys played in one pattern only; 
the pattern changes from one etude to the next.  
 
 
 
 
                                                             
 31. Not all etude books that are organized by key go all the way to seven sharps and flats; 
for example, the 42 Caprices by Étienne Ozi stops at four of each. This is indicative of the 
bassoon for which Ozi composed his method (published in 1803), as bassoons at the time were 
rarely expected to play beyond four. 
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Table 1. Etude collections for the study of key signatures. 
Grade Range Composer Title 
1-2 McDowell First Book of Practical Studies 
1-3 Falcone 32 Intermediate Etudes 
1-3 McDowell Second Book of Practical Studies 
1-4 Weissenborn Opus 8, no 1 
1-6 Kovar 24 Daily Studies 
2-3 Hause Dreissig Etüden 
2-4 Jancourt Thirty-Eight Progressive  
2-4 Slama 66 Studies 
2-5 Oubradous Enseignement Complet 
3-4 Clark and O’Loughlin Melodious Etudes 
3-4 Drouet 32 Studies 
3-4 Ozi 42 Caprices 
3-4 Vaulet Twenty Studies 
3-5 Bourdeau Trente Etudes 
3-5 Ferling 48 Famous Studies 
3-5 Hawkins Melodious and Progressive Studies 
3-5 Satzenhofer 24 Studies 
3-5 Weissenborn Opus 8, no. 2 
4-5 Gambaro 18 Studies 
4-5 Milde 25 Studies in Scales and Chords 
4-5 Oubradous Preludes-Etudes 
4-5 Pivonka Little Etudes 
4-6 Almenräder 48 Exercises on Articulations 
4-6 Jancourt 26 Melodic Studies 
4-6 Pivonka Rhythmic Etudes 
5-6 Giampieri 16 Studies 
5-6 Orefici 20 Melodic Studies 
5-6 Piard Quatre-vingt-dix etudes 
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Uncommon Scales 
 There are etudes written to improve the player’s fluency in less common patterns, such as 
whole tone, pentatonic, octatonic, and modal scales. This is valuable for the performance of post-
Romantic classical music and jazz. 
 
Table 2. Etudes for the study of uncommon scales. 
Grade Range Composer Title Specific Etudes Subject 
1-3 Patterson Introduction to 
Contemporary Music 
8-12 
14 
16 
Modes 
Whole Tone 
Octatonic 
4-5 Lowman Ten Etudes 1-7 
9-10 
Modes 
Invented Scales 
4-5 Pivonka Little Etudes 42-43 Whole Tone 
5-6 Lacour 28 Etudes on the 
Modes of Limited 
Transposition 
  
5-6 Oromszegi Tïz Modern Fagott-
Etúd 
1-5 Whole Tone 
6 Bozza Onze Etudes sur des 
modes Karnatiques 
  
6 Ouzounoff 36 Nouvelles Etudes 5, 15, 22 Whole Tone 
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Atonality 
 There are several etude collections written atonally. Alfred Uhl’s Fünfzehn Etüden are a 
valuable introduction to this style of music. His use of dynamics, articulations, and rhythms is 
well-suited for providing structure to post-tonal music, and the technical requirements are not as 
advanced as those needed for Boutry, Ruggiero, and others. Several of these collections are quite 
rewarding and enjoyable to play.  
 Most atonal etudes belong to the higher categories of difficulty, though not for their lack 
of a key center. They frequently employ challenging rhythms, large intervals, and very detailed 
notation. The formal structure is rarely obvious and requires a familiarity with post-tonal style. 
 
Table 3. Etude collections for the study of atonality. 
Grade Range Composer Title 
5-6 Boutry Douze Etudes Atonales 
5-6 Dennisow Fünf Etüden 
5-6 Uhl Fünfzehn Etüden 
6 Bertoni 12 Studies 
6 Bozza Graphismes 
6 Ruggiero Huit Etudes Atonales 
6 Weisberg 15 Etudes 
 
Large Intervals 
 Passages in consecutive fifths, sixths, octaves, and larger intervals are not uncommon in 
the bassoon repertoire; the concertos of Vivaldi, Mozart, and Hummel rely heavily on them, as 
do unaccompanied and ensemble pieces which employ the bassoon as both bass line and 
accompaniment simultaneously. These are challenging to both the flexibility of the embouchure 
and the coordination of the fingers. There are many etudes which challenge the bassoonist’s 
ability to play large intervals in succession, generally definable as leaps larger than a fourth. 
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Table 4. Etudes for the study of large intervals. 
Grade Range Composer Title Specific Etude(s) 
1-3 Falcone 32 Intermediate  7, 23 
1-5 Moritz Two and Three-Tone Exercises  
1-6 Kovar 24 Daily Studies  
2-3 Hause Dreissig Etüden  
2-4 Slama 66 Studies  
3-4 Ozi 42 Caprices 1, 5, 15, 36 
3-4 Vaulet Twenty Studies 7 
3-5 Bourdeau Trente Etudes 3, 5, 8, 10, 12-13 
3-5 Ferling 48 Famous Studies 4, 5, 9, 14, 26, 30 
3-5 Hofmann Exercises 1, 2, 4, 7-8 
3-5 Kopprasch 60 Studies 29, 41, 46, 50, 58 
3-5 Satzenhofer 24 Studies 5-6, 18 
3-5 Weissenborn  Opus 8, no. 2  
4-5 Bozza Douze Caprices 10, 12 
4-5 Gambaro 18 Studies 2 
4-5 Jacobi Six Caprices 2, 3, 5 
4-5 Oubradous Preludes-Etudes 5 
4-5 Pivonka Little Etudes  
4-6 Almenräder 48 Exercises 17, 29 
4-6 Garfield 31 Etudes 3, 5, 9 
4-6 Gatti 22 Grandi Esercizi  
4-6 Milde 50 Concert Studies 21, 38 
5-6 Boutry Douze Etudes Atonales  
5-6 Dubois Douze Etudes 2, 4, 10, 12 
5-6 Fiorillo Etudes 1, 3, 10, 16, 23 
5-6 Orefici 20 Melodic Studies 10, 20 
5-6 Orefici Bravoura Studies 3 
5-6 Oromszegi Tíz Modern Fagott-Etúd 3, 8 
5-6 Piard 16 Characteristic Studies 1, 15 
5-6 Piard Quatre-vingt-dix etudes vol 1 2, 11, 13, 19, 23 
5-6 Piard Quatre-vingt-dix etudes vol 2 12, 20, 21 
5-6 Rode Caprices  
6 Bitsch Vingt Etudes 2, 13 
6 Bozza Onze Etudes sur des modes Karnatiques  
6 Bozza Quinze Etudes Journalieres 2, 14 
6 Ouzounoff 36 Nouvelles Etudes  
6 Pivonka Virtuózni 4 
6 Romani 11 Acquarelli Musicali  
6 Romani Dieci Caprici Fantastici  
6 Ruggiero Huit Etudes Atonales  
6 Weisberg 15 Etudes 1, 4-6, 10-11, 14-15 
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Low Range from B♭’ to A♭’ 
 The lowest octave of the bassoon presents many obstacles to clean technique, particularly 
for young players or those with smaller hands; the thumbs and little fingers are responsible for all 
of the pitches from B♭’ to A♭’, while also maintaining the fingers’ seal on the holes, along with 
the additional complication of the left hand supporting the weight of the instrument. This range is 
underrepresented in the etude literature. Many standard works, such as Tchaikovsky’s sixth 
symphony or Stravinsky’s Octet for Wind Instruments, place great demands on a player's low 
range technique. Therefore, etudes that require playing chromatic passages fluently in this range 
are valuable. 
 
Table 5. Etudes for the study of the low range. 
Grade Range Composer Title Specific Etude(s) 
1-3 McDowell Second Book of Practical 
Studies 
77 
1-5 Moritz Two and Thre-Tone Studies  
1-6 Kovar 24 Daily Studies  
2-4 Siennicki Technical Growth 5 
3-5 Heintz Orchestral Etudes 9 
4-5 Bruns Fagottstudien op. 32 2, 6 
4-5 Jacobi Six Caprices 3 
4-5 Pivonka Little Etudes  
4-5 Pivonka Technické   
4-6 Garfield 31 Etudes 31 
4-6 Milde 50 Concert Studies 9 
5-6 Dubois Douze Etudes 5 
5-6 Fiorillo Etudes 19 
6 Romani 11 Acquarelli Musicali  
6 Romani Dieci Caprici Fantastici  
6 Weisberg 15 Etudes 14 
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High Range from e♭’ to f’’ 
 Unlike the low range, the highest range of the bassoon receives a great deal of attention 
in the etude literature. The bassoon projects well in this octave and it is the most natural range 
for the instrument to occupy a solo role, particularly in orchestral settings.  
 It is important to note here the two different systems of bassoon currently in use: the 
German and the French. The German instrument is by far the more common. Its thicker walls 
make it a heavier and more resistant instrument than the much lighter French bassoon. This 
distinction is critical because a great deal of the etude literature currently in use was written with 
the French instrument in mind. The etudes of Marcel Bitsch, Eugène Bozza, Pierre Max Dubois, 
and others are in this category. They frequently call for the highest tones of the bassoon to be 
played with little preparation, as in a leap from a lower register, or rapidly articulated, or with 
quiet dynamics. The bassoonist who, with German bassoon in hand, approaches any literature 
influenced by the French bassoon, especially the technical etudes, will face challenges. 
 The upper range, which begins above d’ (the last pitch playable using the same fingering 
as in the lower octave, less the whisper key) can be broken into three general groups of pitches. 
Most literature for younger players will ascend to a g’ or an occasional a♭’; these pitches require 
cross-fingerings, but no vent keys or an appreciable increase in the amount of air support. The 
second tier, from a’ to c’’, requires the use of the vent keys, both singly and in combination, and 
increasingly unintuitive fingerings. The highest pitches, from c♯’’ to f’’, while generally no more 
difficult in fingering than those just below, require the most skillful use of the embouchure and 
air to make them speak reliably (this is the range most resistant on the German bassoon). Further 
complicating the acquisition of technique in this range is the great variety of fingerings available 
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for a single pitch. Lewis Hugh Cooper gives seventeen fingerings for f♯’ alone in his Essentials 
of Bassoon Technique.32 
 The challenges facing the bassoonist in this register are many, but thankfully the etude 
repertoire offers a vast amount of material from which to choose. A categorization of etudes by 
their highest pitch is valuable in choosing material appropriate for the advancing player, to match 
their acquisition of the technique on each successively higher note. The highest note required by 
each collection may be found in the annotated bibliography.  
Venting 
 The bassoon, lacking an automatic octave key mechanism, is reliant on the overblowing 
of the primary octave to achieve the second octave pitches. To facilitate clean articulation in this 
octave, two methods of breaking the air column are necessary: partial uncovering of the left first 
finger hole (commonly called “half-holing”) and the use of the vent keys on the back of the wing 
joint (“flicking”). These are critical techniques that challenge young players but are readily 
overcome with diligence and careful listening.33 Etude books at lower levels usually offer the 
best opportunities for focusing specifically on these venting techniques. 
 For the standard fingerings of the mid-range pitches f♯’, g’, and g♯’, the bassoonist 
fingers the lower octave pitch while creating a small break in the tube by exposing the hole under 
the left first finger to a varying degree.34 The f♯ requires the largest opening, g somewhat less, 
                                                             
 32. Lewis Hugh Cooper and Howard Toplansky, Essentials of Bassoon Technique 
(Union, New Jersey: Howard Toplansky, 1968), 226-242. 
 
 33. Players whose attention is not called to these “speaking” errors early on in their study 
will find themselves with a challenging habit to break as their repertoire increases in difficulty. 
  
 34. A variation on this fingering convention is common for F♯ and f♯. The bassoon has 
two separate tone holes for this pitch, opened by two different keys. The back f♯ key, played 
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and g♯ the least amount of opening. Failure to use the appropriate size opening will result in 
either the sounding of the lower octave, an unclean attack, or a high-pitched squeak.  
 The pitches a, b♭, c, and d require the use of the vent keys if one is to avoid an unmusical 
crack at the beginning of the pitch and to secure a clean response when slurring from other 
octaves.35 The actual manner of operating these keys is debated in the bassoon community; some 
players advocate holding the vent key down for the duration of the pitch, while others only press 
the key briefly at the moment of articulation (thus the term “flick”).  
 Flicking is likely the first technique a student encounters that is not used in any other 
instrument, and it can be a major stumbling block to success. One must use the left thumb with 
great precision to strike the correct key at the moment of articulation, without leaving it down 
too long, and often must press another key with that thumb at the next moment. This action of 
the left thumb, for example during the trilled sections in the first movement of the Mozart 
concerto, or the final strain of John Philip Sousa’s The Stars and Stripes Forever, is astounding 
to non-players, as the bassoonist leaps from pitches in the lower range to the tenor range and 
back again at great speed. There is a great quantity of etude literature that addresses this 
technique directly, though any etude that ascends to a or beyond will require it. 
 
  
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
with the right thumb, is the standard choice for F♯, while the intonation and timbre of the f♯ may 
be better if using the front f♯ key, taken by the right little finger. 
 
35. It is not possible to vent the c♯’ as a different thumb key needs to be depressed 
throughout its sounding, though some alternate fingerings can be used to improve the cleanliness 
of response if necessary. 
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Table 6. Etudes for the study of venting. 
Grade Range Composer Title Specific Etude 
1-2 McDowell First Book of Practical 
Studies 
 
1-3 Falcone 32 Intermediate Etudes  
1-3 McDowell Second Book of Practical 
Studies 
 
1-4 Weissenborn Opus 8, no. 1  
1-5 Moritz Two and Three-Tone Studies  
1-6 Kovar 24 Daily Studies  
2-3 Hause Dreissig Etüden  
2-4 Jancourt 38 Progressive   
2-4 Siennicki Technical Growth  
2-4 Slama 66 Studies  
3-4 Clark and O’Loughlin Melodious Etudes  
3-4 Vaulet Twenty Studies 5, 9-10, 20 
3-5 Ferling 48 Famous Studies  
3-5 Satzenhofer 24 Studies 7-9 
3-5 Weissenborn Opus 8, no. 2  
4-5 Bruns Fagottstudien op. 32 6-7 
4-5 Jacobi Six Caprices 4, 6 
4-6 Garfield 31 Etudes 7, 30 
4-6 Jancourt 26 Melodic Studies 20 
6 Weisberg 15 Etudes 1 
  
Articulation 
 The proper use of the embouchure, comprising the tongue, oral cavity, and lips, is one of 
the main pillars of bassoon playing. The embouchure must synchronize perfectly with the fingers 
and air at all speeds for cleanliness and to create various articulation effects. 
 The perfect connection from one pitch to another, regardless of interval size, dexterity 
requirements, or dynamic, is absolutely necessary. Underneath a slur, these connections are made 
without the intervention of the tongue. While this eliminates the need for synchronicity between 
the tongue and the other elements of embouchure, it requires impeccable coordination of the 
fingers if no breaks in the sound are to occur. As interval size or dynamic contrast increases, the 
player must predict the many and miniscule changes in embouchure required. Mastery of the slur 
is vital before adding the tongue. 
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 The tongue is used to begin all non-slurred pitches, unless a special effect is desired, but 
it is typically not used to end pitches; that is a function of the air speed and the embouchure 
tension. Articulation types include legato, staccato, accent, and marcato. In legato style, the 
tongue must lightly touch the reed without disturbing the air flow, separating the pitches without 
creating a noticeable silence. Players often suggest using the syllable “da” to avoid an 
unintended accent. 36 Staccato is produced with a light touch of the tongue to start the note, but 
the air and embouchure end the tone before beginning the next. The tongue is not brought back 
to the reed except to begin the next pitch. This is one of the most characteristic articulations of 
the bassoon, appearing throughout the literature, and must be mastered. To create an accent, the 
player removes the tongue using the syllable “ta,” which creates a slight build-up of air behind 
the tongue and provides a more excited start to the pitch. The end of the sound is still controlled 
using the air and the embouchure as dictated by the next pitch’s articulation. Marcato articulation 
is both accented and staccato. In more aggressive styles of music, the tongue can also be used to 
stop the pitch for a particularly abrupt articulation, as in saying “tut.” 
 There are many etudes in which slurring is the only printed articulation, with any pitches 
not under a slur simply to be tongued as the etude’s style suggests. The next most common 
indications are for staccato, and then the accent. The marcato articulation appears infrequently. 
The patterns in which slurred and tongued pitches are combined is an essential component of 
study, and those etudes which include a wide variety of such patterns also appear in the table 
below. In addition to explicitly marking a variety of articulations, the music may be printed with 
one articulation pattern throughout with an instruction by the author to apply others. This occurs 
                                                             
 36. The articulation syllables refer to how one would say the syllable in normal speech; 
with a reed inside the mouth the tongue must contact the tip of the reed instead of the palate. The 
sensation of the air pressure built-up before the tongue’s release and the speed of that release is 
the intended consequence. 
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in Fernand Oubradous’s Enseignment Complet, Bozza’s Quinze Etudes Journalieres, and Karel 
Pivonka’s Technické a Rytmické Studie. A description of each etude collection’s use of 
articulation appears in the annotated bibliography. 
 Accurate tonguing at high speeds is a necessary skill for bassoonists. One can increase 
the speed of their tongue through practice, but there is a practical limit to how often one can 
touch the tip of their tongue to the reed. It often becomes necessary to employ multiple-tonguing, 
in which the player also uses the back of their tongue to articulate not the reed, but the air stream 
itself. Etudes from the lower levels of study are often valuable for acquiring this skill as they 
tend to utilize the most responsive range of the bassoon. Any articulated etude, played fast 
enough, could be used for multiple-tonguing study. Occasionally the suggestion is made that a 
player double tongue a specific etude, as in Almenräder’s 48 Exercises on Articulations (#25) or 
Ouzounoff’s 36 Nouvelles Etudes (#23). Only Georg Junge dedicates a collection to the 
technique: his two-volume Fagott-Studien. A hallmark of the bassoon’s job in the orchestra, 
particularly in the Classical repertoire, is the repetition of a single pitch for extended periods of 
time, similar to the stringed instrument’s detaché. The etudes which address this technique are 
given here. 
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Table 7. Etudes for the study of articulation of repeated pitches. 
Grade Range Composer Title Specific Etude(s) 
1-3 Falcone 32 Intermediate 5 
1-3 Junge Fagott-Studien  
1-3 McDowells Second Book of Practical 
Studies 
1-3, 63 
1-6 Kovar 24 Daily Exercises 24 
2-3 Fink Introducing the Tenor Clef 32, 38-40 
3-4 Vaulet Twenty Studies 18 
3-5 Ferling 48 Famous Studies 8, 8a 
3-5 Heintz Orchestral Etudes 4, 7, 12 
3-5 Hofman Exercises 2, 3, 14 
3-5 Kopprasch 60 Studies 40 
3-5 Satzenhofer 24 Studies 13 
4-5 Bruns Fagottstudien op. 32 4, 6, 10 
4-5 Jacobi Six Caprices 6 
4-5 Lowman Ten Etudes 9 
4-6 Almenrader 48 Exercises 42 
4-6 Garfield 31 Etudes 7, 30 
4-6 Milde 50 Concert Studies 4, 10 
5-6 Bianchi Twelve Etudes 11-12 
5-6 Dennisow Fünf Etüden 3 
5-6 Dubois Douze Etudes 2, 5 
5-6 Oromszegi Tíz Modern Fagott-Etúd 2 
5-6 Piard 16 Characteristic Studies 5 
6 Bitsch Vingt Etudes 12 
6 Ouzounoff 36 Nouvelles Etudes 16, 17, 23 
6 Weisberg 15 Etudes 11 
 
Rhythm 
 The rhythmic content of the etude literature is widely varied. While it is unlikely an etude 
will contain no rhythm whatsoever, there are many which do not vary their rhythm at all, or do 
so in such a minimal way as to remove any importance on the relative time relationships between 
pitches. These include etudes written entirely in a single duration with no significant use of rests 
or which rely on a single repeated rhythmic pattern. A lack of rhythmic variety does not 
necessarily diminish an etude’s value; several of the most useful etudes in the repertoire are 
written in this style, including those by Milde, Weissenborn, Bitsch, Giovania-Baptiste Gambaro, 
and Piard. One could also apply the approach employed by Oubradous: to use one’s imagination 
in applying different rhythmic patterns to the music.  
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 Increased rhythmic complexity is often combined with advanced technical achievement, 
but there are some etudes with diverse rhythmic material – various subdivisions, syncopations, 
and rests – that does not challenge the player’s finger dexterity. These types of etudes are ideal 
for the young student who lacks a solid technique but has a skill in rhythm reading; the excellent 
etudes in McDowell’s two volumes of Practical Studies and Bona’s Rhythmical Articulation 
answer this need particularly well. More commonly, however, the etudes that offer the greatest 
challenges to rhythm are also the most challenging for the fingers. Several collections stand out 
for their excellent use of rhythm, particularly those by Karel Pivonka. His use of interesting 
rhythms, even in intermediate level music, is refreshing and unique when surveying the whole of 
etude repertoire. Bruns’s Fagottstudien and the collections by Romani are also a highlight in this 
category. The rhythmic characteristics of all the etude collections can be found in the annotated 
bibliography. 
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Rests 
 It may seem strange to separately address the issue of rests, but the accurate reading and 
performance of rests is underrepresented in the etude repertoire. As a predominantly 
unaccompanied genre, the etude is not the ideal place for counting multi-measure rests, but rests 
of consequence are also often absent. By this I mean rests that occur on metrically strong beats, 
that are of unusual duration (either by their exceeding length or brevity, and in the use of dots), 
or that complicate the reading of the pitches around them. The proper parsing of rests is as 
rhythmically important as reading note durations, and etudes which focus on this skill are worth 
noting.  
 
Table 8. Etudes for the accurate performance of rests. 
Grade Range Composer Title Specific Etude(s) 
2-4 Bona Rhythmical Articulation  
2-4 Joubert 32 Etudes Faciles  
3-4 Vaulet Twenty Studies 13 
3-5 Bourdeau Trente Etudes 27 
4-5 Bruns Fagottstudien op. 32 3 
4-5 Lowman Ten Etudes 2 
4-5 Pivonka Little Etudes  
4-6 Milde 50 Concert Studies 11, 21 
4-6 Pivonka Rhythmic Etudes  
5-6 Dennisow Fünf Etüden  
6 Bertoni 12 Studies 1 
6 Ouzounoff 36 Nouvelles Etudes 8, 17-18, 30 
6 Romani 11 Acquarelli Musicali  
6 Weisberg 15 Etudes 14-15 
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Subdivisions 
 Etudes which require the player to alternate between different subdivisions of the beat are 
extremely valuable. They are also relatively unique, as the majority of etudes tend to focus on 
rhythms formed from one subdivision. Early level etudes, such as in Bona’s Rhythmical 
Articulation, frequently use the alternation of duple and triple divisions. Triple and quadruple 
divisions are standard throughout the bassoon’s Classic and Romantic repertoire, and appear 
often in the etudes composed during those eras. More modern etudes, such as those by 
Dennisow, Romani, and Arthur Weisberg, frequently employ subdivision of the beat into five, 
seven, or more parts with continuous changes from one to another. 
 
Table 9. Etudes for the study of subdivisions. 
Grade Range Composer Title Specific Etude(s) 
1-3 Patterson Introduction to 
Contemporary Music 
22-29 
2-4 Bona Rhythmical Articulation  
3-4 Ozi  42 Caprices  
3-5 Bourdeau Trente Etudes 17, 26 
3-5 Ferling 48 Famous Studies  
3-5 Hofmann Exercises 14 
3-5 Kopprasch 60 Studies 59 
3-5 Satzenhofer 24 Studies 17 
4-5 Jacobi Six Caprices 2, 4 
4-5 Lowman Ten Etudes 8 
4-5 Pivonka Little Etudes  
4-6 Garfield 31 Etudes 1, 6, 8, 10, 18 
4-6 Milde 50 Concert Studies 14, 16017, 30, 42-43, 50 
4-6 Pivonka Rhythmic  
5-6 Bianchi Twelve Etudes 1, 2, 4, 7, 10 
5-6 Denissow Fünf Etüden  
5-6 Dubois Douze Etudes 3 
5-6 Orefici Bravoura Studies 2 
5-6 Oromszegi Tíz Modern Fagott-Etúd 5-6 
5-6 Uhl Fünfzehn Etüden 12 
6 Bitsch Vingt Etudes 8, 12, 16, 18, 20 
6 Bozza Onze Etudes sur des modes 
Karnatiques 
 
6 Ouzounoff 36 Nouvelles Etudes 4, 10, 16, 24, 36 
6 Pivonka Virtuózni  
6 Romani 11 Acquarelli Musicali  
6 Romani Dieci Caprici Fantastici  
6 Weisberg 15 etudes 3, 7, 10, 12-15 
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Meter 
 Etudes which improve a player’s understanding of uncommon meters or employ frequent 
mixing of meters include those by Bertoni, Pivonka, Boutry, and Ruggiero. The final five etudes 
in Weisberg’s 15 Etudes deal directly with the issues of metronome markings and note-value 
relationships in mixed meter situations.   
 
 
Table 10. Etudes for the study of uncommon and mixed meters. 
Grade Range Composer Title Specific Etude(s) 
1-3 Patterson Introduction to 
Contemporary Music 
30-32, 35-40 
4-5 Bruns Fagottstudien op. 32  
4-5 Lowman Ten Etudes 9 
4-5 Martelli Quinze Etudes 3, 7-8 
4-5 Pivonka Little Etudes  
4-5 Pivonka Technické  
4-6 Garfield 31 Etudes 8 
4-6 Pivonka Rhythmic  
5-6 Bianchi Twelve Etudes 1, 4, 6-8, 10-11 
5-6 Oromszegi Tíz Modern Fagott-Etúd 1, 8-9 
5-6 Uhl Fünfzehn Etüden 2 
6 Bertoni 12 Studies  
6 Bitsch  Vingt Etudes 6, 20 
6 Bozza Onze Etudes sur des modes 
Karnatiques 
 
6 Ouzounoff 36 Nouvelles Etudes  
6 Ruggiero Huit Etudes Atonales 5 
6 Weisberg 15 Etudes 3-4, 7, 9-15 
 
Clefs 
 The ability to read both bass and tenor clefs with equal ease is imperative for the 
bassoonist. The use of the treble clef is less common, particularly in orchestral music, but it 
appears often enough in the solo literature that it should be mastered as well.  
 Almost all music written for the bassoon is entirely or mostly in the bass clef. The tenor 
clef is used infrequently early on but appears more often as the student advances. The greatest 
difficulty for advancing players is accurate reading of low notes in tenor clef (that is, at or below 
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the first line of the staff), as these are usually written in bass clef. Therefore, etudes which 
employ notes low in the tenor clef are of particular value. Passages in the highest range of the 
bassoon are often written in treble clef, particularly in the music of French composers. As these 
pitches lie in the extreme range, generally only more challenging pieces use it. In these works 
one may find all three clefs used. Some composers do not use the tenor clef at all, opting to use 
only bass and treble. The clefs appearing in each collection are given in the annotated 
bibliography. 
Ornaments 
 There are several ornaments with which the bassoonist must be familiar, particularly the 
trill, tremolo, mordent, turn, grace note, and appoggiatura. They appear frequently in the etude 
literature, both as incidental material and occassionally as the primary focus. The suggested 
performance of ornaments is notated in several etude books, such as Eugene Jancourt’s Thirty-
Eight Progressive Studies and Marius Piard’s 16 Characteristic Studies. 
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Table 11. Etudes for the study of ornaments. 
Grade Range Composer Title Etude(s) Subject 
1-3 Falcone 32 Intermediate  3 Graces 
2-4 Jancourt Thirty-Eight 
Progressive Melodies 
36 Trills, turns 
2-4 Siennicki Technical Growth 7, 10 
11 
Trills 
Trills, turns, mordents 
2-5 Oubradous Enseignment Complet Vol. 3 Appoggiatura, trills, 
turns, mordents 
3-4 Louchez Vingt Etudes Faciles 14 Appoggiature, graces 
3-4 Ozi 42 Caprices  Mordents 
3-5 Ferling 48 Famous Studies 1, 27 
33 
Trills, turns, graces 
Turns, graces 
3-5 Heintz Orchestral Etudes 13 Trills 
3-5 Hofmann Exercises, op. 36 4 
8 
14 
Trills 
Graces 
Trills, graces 
3-5 Kopprasch 60 Studies 10 Turns 
3-5 Satzenhofer 24 Studies 15 
17 
24 
Graces 
Turns, graces 
Trills, turns 
4-5 Jacobi 6 Caprices 6 Graces 
4-6 Garfield 31 Etudes 7 
18 
Tremolos 
Trills 
4-6 Jancourt 26 Melodic Studies 26 Trills 
4-6 Milde 50 Concert Studies 2, 28 Mordents 
5-6 Bianchi Twelve Etudes 6 Trills, graces 
5-6 Boutry Douze Etudes 
Atonales 
8 Trills 
5-6 Denissow Fünf Etüden 5 Trills 
5-6 Dubois Douze Etudes 8 Graces 
5-6 Fiorillo Etudes 4 Turns 
5-6 Giampieri 16 Studi Giornalieri 13 Trills, turns 
5-6 Piard 16 Characteristic 
Studies 
4, 11 
10 
13 
Trills, mordents 
Mordents 
Graces 
5-6 Piard Quatre-vingt-dix 
Etudes, vol. 1 
18 
20 
25 
Trills 
Trills, graces 
Mordents 
5-6 Piard Quatre-vingt-dix 
Etudes, vol. 2 
8 Graces 
5-6 Rode 15 Caprices 1 Mordents 
5-6 Uhl Fünfzehn Etüden 5 
13 
Trills 
Graces 
6 Bitsch Vingt Etudes 12-13 Graces 
6 Bozza Quinze Etudes 
Journalieres 
7 Graces 
6 Ouzounoff 36 Nouvelles Etudes 25 Trills 
6 Pivonka Virtuózni 4 Graces 
6 Weisberg 15 Etudes 8, 14 Trills 
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Extended Techniques and Non-Traditional Notation 
 The codification of extended techniques for the bassoon first began in Bruno Bartolozzi’s 
1967 book New Sounds for Woodwind, and has been continued by Pascal Gallois and Jamie 
Leigh Sampson, but the performance of these techniques does not figure greatly in the etude 
repertoire.37 Effects such as flutter-tonguing or multiphonics appear occassionally, as in 
Denissow’s Fünf Etüden, but only Bozza’s Graphismes calls for extended techniques and non-
traditional notation consistently throughout the (brief) collection. Stephanie Willow Patterson’s 
An Introduction to Contemporary Music for Bassoon is a valuable resource for introducing 
students to both the performance and notation of extended techniques.  
Expressive Studies 
 Those etudes which require the player to have not only great physical control of the 
instrument, but also a keen understanding of phrasing and style, can be termed “expressive” 
etudes. These compositions challenge the bassonist be more than accurate; they must be musical. 
These are the pieces most akin to the solo literature and orchestral excerpts. They may also be 
appropriate for public performance. As discussed earlier, almost any etude, no matter its apparent 
focus, can be played musically. Each entry in the annotated bibliography has a section dedicated 
to the expressive markings (e.g. dynamics, tempo indications, stylistic directions) and character 
of the etudes contained in the collection. 
 
 
                                                             
 37. Bruno Bartolozzi, New Sounds for Woodwind (London: Oxford University Press, 
1967); Pascal Gallois, Die Spieltechnik des Fagotts (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 2009); Jamie Leigh 
Sampson, Contemporary Techniques for the Bassoon: Multiphonics (Bowling Green, Ohio: 
ADJ·ective New Music, 2014). 
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Chapter Four: Annotated Bibliography 
Almenräder, Carl. The Art of Bassoon Playing. 48 Exercises on Different Articulations. Edited 
 by Jeffrey Lyman. Tallevast, FL: TrevCo Music Publishing. 2012.  
Grade Level 4 to 6 
Number of Etudes 48 
Range f ’’ appears frequently 
Keys Up to six sharps and flats 
Dexterity Large intervals 
Articulation Many styles and patterns required 
Rhythm Rhythms vary widely from one etude to the 
next but change little within a single etude 
Meter Conventional, no mid-etude changes 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Minimal, grace notes 
Expression n/a 
Etude length half to full page 
 
 Each etude is based on a limited number of motives which are transposed to begin  
 on the successive tones of the tonic scale. Short, concentrated material on    
 articulation patterns. Also valuable as key studies. 
 
Bertoni, Umberto. 12 Studies for Bassoon. Edited by Leonard Sharrow. New York: International 
 Music Company. 1971. 
Grade Level 6 
Number of Etudes 12 
Range e’’ 
Keys Signatures not used except for #12 
Dexterity Many high notes, often approached by leap 
Large intervals 
Articulation Generally slurred or legato 
Rhythm Frequent syncopations 
Many dotted rhythms 
Alternating subdivisions 
Meter Unconventional and frequently changing 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Minimal 
Expression Style comes mostly from rhythmic interest 
Etude length 1-2 pages 
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These twelve etudes are very challenging in both their dexterity and rhythm 
requirements. Diverse rhythms, constantly changing meters, and novel melodic patterns 
make these rewarding pieces to study for the advanced player. 
 
Bianchi, Virginio. Twelve Etudes for Bassoon. New York: G. Schirmer, Inc. 1971.  
Grade Level 5-6 
Number of Etudes 12 
Range e♭’’ 
Keys Key signatures used, but highly chromatic 
Dexterity Frequent high notes, approached by leap 
Articulation Primarily slurred 
Rhythm Highly varied and challenging 
Frequent mixed/uncommon subdivisions 
Meter Mixed and Uncommon 
Clefs  
Ornamentation Appear throughout, not primary focus 
Expression Rhythmic variety and frequent markings make 
for very tuneful etudes 
Etude length Two pages 
 
In his preface, Bianchi writes, “I wrote these. . . to facilitate for the student the practical 
application of quintuple and septuple meters.” The amount of sequenced material is 
minimal and the formal structures include style and tempo changes within individual 
etudes. The etudes are tuneful and contain many expressive markings. Etudes focusing on 
ornaments are few but valuable. 
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Bitsch, Marcel. Vingt Etudes pour le Basson. Paris: Alphonse Leduc. 1948. 
Grade Level  6 
Number of Etudes 20 
Range f ‘’ 
Keys Key signatures used, but highly chromatic 
Dexterity Highest range continuously used 
Frequent large intervals 
Articulation Markings present but are not focal point 
Rhythm Most etudes present few rhythm challenges 
Meter Conventional, though #6 is unmetered with 
dotted barlines 
Clefs Bass, Tenor, one brief instance of Treble 
Ornamentation Several include extensive trills and graces in 
high register 
Expression Rarely tuneful, occasional rhythmic variety and 
articulation markings lend interest 
Etude length One page, very dense 
 
These etudes belong to the highest level of difficulty, particularly in negotiating the 
highest range of the instrument. A few of the slower etudes have diverse rhythmic 
content, but even in the more rhythmically static studies the technical requirements will 
make a steady tempo challenging to attain. 
 
Bona, Pasquale. Rhythmical Articulation for Bass Clef Instruments. Edited by William D. Fitch. 
 New York: Carl Fischer, Inc. 1969. 
Grade Level 2-4 
Number of Etudes 42 
Range b♭’ 
Keys Up to 5 sharps/6 flats, good for key studies 
Dexterity Mostly diatonic but require strong technique in 
the key 
Articulation Many styles and patterns employed 
Rhythm Diverse, with frequent rests as well 
Meter Conventional, rarely change within an etude 
Clefs Bass 
Ornamentation Frequent trills, turns, and graces throughout 
Expression Very tuneful, often theme and variations 
Etude length One-half to 2 pages, poor page turns 
 
Originally from a text for vocalists, the primary goal here is to improve the reading of 
rhythms.  The first several etudes pose little challenge to the technique, so younger 
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bassoonists could solve these rhythmic puzzles earlier in their training. Most of the etudes 
employ various subdivisions of the primary beat, frequently alternating duple and triple 
divisions, and several include subdivision into quintuplets and beyond. Frequent 
syncopations and the inclusion of many rests of various lengths and locations within the 
beat are valuable. Etude #41 is an exercise in reading repeat notations, a rarity in the 
etude repertoire. I highly recommend this collection for teaching the accurate reading of 
rhythm. 
 
 
Bourdeau, Eugene. Trente Etudes dans tous les Tons Majeurs et Mineurs suivies d'etudes 
 speciales sur les Trilles pour le Basson. Gustave Dherin, ed. Paris: Alphonse Leduc. 
 1951. 
Grade Level 3-5 
Number of Etudes 31 
Range e♭’’ 
Keys All used, up to seven sharps/flats 
Dexterity Mostly scalar or arpeggiated 
Frequent high range playing 
Articulation Wide variety of patterns called for throughout, 
mostly slurred or staccato 
Rhythm Great deal of variety in patterns 
Frequent mixed subdivisions 
Meter Conventional, unchanging 
Clefs Bass, Tenor (frequent low tenor) 
Ornamentation Includes a flying leaf on all possible trills 
accompanied by a thirty-first etude 
Expression Not very tuneful, but many dynamic and 
articulation markings lead to stylistic playing 
Etude length Half-page to one page 
 
This is one of the more advanced sets of etudes that employ the “one etude per key” 
model. Bourdeau’s inclusion of the enharmonic keys, up to seven sharps and flats, is 
uncommon in the etude literature. These etudes are a natural precursor to Bozza’s 
Caprices or Etudes journalieres, as Bourdeau’s are of similar difficulty but shorter and 
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less harmonically adventurous. They make a good contrasting companion to Milde’s 25 
Studies in Scales and Chords. 
 
Boutry, Roger. Douze Etudes Atonales pour basson. Paris: Alphonse Leduc. 1972. 
Grade Level 5-6 
Number of Etudes 12 
Range e’’ 
Keys Atonal, #5 has unconventional signatures 
Dexterity Many large intervals 
High notes often approached by leap 
Articulation Marked in detail throughout 
Rhythm Great diversity 
Frequent rests 
Meter Frequently mixed, uncommon, or unmetered 
Clefs Bass, Tenor, Treble (#4 entirely in treble) 
Ornamentation Appears throught, #8 fine trill study 
Expression Rhythmic variety, frequent articulation and 
dynamic markings encourage expressivity 
Etude length Half-page 
 
Each etude is quite short, so the student can focus on a small amount of this very 
challenging material. The high range appears throughout, as do large intervals and 
unfamiliar fingering patterns. The excellent articulation, dynamic, and style markings 
encourage expressive performance of these atonal pieces. I highly recommend this 
collection. 
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Bozza, Eugene. Douze Caprices pour basson. Paris: Alphonse Leduc. 1968. 
Grade Level 4-5 
Number of Etudes 12 
Range a’ (except #9, which ascends to an f ’’) 
Keys No key signatures used, highly chromatic 
Dexterity Many large intervals 
Sequenced patterns throughout 
Articulation Wide variety of slur/tongue patterns 
Almost every pitch has an articulation marking, 
usually staccato or accent 
Rhythm Frequent syncopations 
#7 suggests alternate patterns 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor (Treble only appears in #9) 
Ornamentation Minimal graces throughout 
Expression Articulation and dynamic markings encourage 
stylistic playing 
Etude length One page 
 
These etudes are of an intermediate level compared with the rest of Bozza’s etude output, 
and a good introduction to his compositional style, if one is inclined to study his several 
solo works for bassoon. None of the etudes use key signatures, but are quite tonal if one 
can excuse the many passages of half-step sequences. The articulations and rhythms 
enocurage a very lively style of playing. 
 
Bozza, Eugene. Graphismes; Préparation à la lecture des différents Graphismes Musicaux 
 contemporains pour Basson seul. Paris: Alphonse Leduc. 1975. 
Grade Level 6 
Number of Etudes 4 
Range f ’’ 
Keys Atonal 
Dexterity Large intervals 
Extended Techniques 
Articulation Very detailed 
Rhythm Very challenging 
Meter n/a 
Clefs Bass, Tenor, Treble 
Ornamentation Negligible 
Expression Interpretation of graphic markings is key to 
successful performance 
Etude length One page 
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A unique entry in the etude repertoire, focused entirely on non-traditional notation and 
some extended techniques. However, one may be better off studying works that have 
entered the standard repertoire that employ these techniques, as opposed to studying these 
etudes.  
 
Bozza, Eugene. Onze Etudes Sur Des Modes Karnatiques. Paris: Alphonse Leduc. 1972. 
Grade Level 6 
Number of Etudes 11 
Range e’’ 
Keys Based on Karnatic Scales described in preface 
Dexterity Very challenging. #10 required fluttertongue. 
Articulation Detailed 
Rhythm Diverse and very challenging 
Meter All mixed, unconventional, or without meter. 
Clefs Bass, Tenor, Treble 
Ornamentation Frequent graces throughout 
Expression Many markings to be interpreted 
Etude length One page 
 
In addition to Bozza’s typical demands of technique and rhythm-reading, several of these 
etudes have very detailed dynamic and tempo markings, making them some of the most 
challenging etudes in the repertoire.  
 
Bozza, Eugene. Quinze Études Journalières pour Basson, op. 64. Paris: Alphonse Leduc. 1945. 
Grade Level 6 
Number of Etudes 15 
Range e’’ 
Keys  
Dexterity Challenging in all aspects of finger technique 
Articulation Variety of patterns used, a few etudes have 
additional patterns suggested 
Rhythm Varied, but generally static within an etude 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor, Treble 
Ornamentation Graces throughout, #7 focuses on them 
Expression A few tuneful etudes, but most are technical 
Etude length 2-3 pages 
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In his preface to this collection, Gustave Dhérin, former professor at the Paris 
Conservatoire, writes, “Such are, in short, the contents of these studies that, up to the 
present day, remain unmatched in the bassoon litterature [sic].” These etudes will 
challenge even the most advanced students’ finger technique. They are dense, highly 
chromatic, and relentless if performed at the indicated tempos. Those familiar with 
Bozza’s other pieces will find some familiar material here: #3 is similar to the second 
half of his Fantasia for bassoon and piano; #11 echoes the Scherzo for wind quintet, and 
#13 suggests the beginning of his Recit, Sicilienne, et Rondo, also for bassoon and piano.  
 
Bruns, Victor. Fagottstudien für Fortgeschrittene, op. 32. Leipzig: VEB Friedrich Hofmeister. 
 1957.  
Grade Level 4-5 
Number of Etudes 12 
Range d’’ 
Keys No signatures used, but still quite tonal 
Dexterity Many useful for venting studies 
Articulation Always indicated, excellent for focus of etude 
Rhythm Diverse, with frequent mixed and uncommon 
subdivisions 
Meter Unconventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor (minimally) 
Ornamentation Minimal 
Expression Stylistic, well-marked, and inventive 
Etude length 1-2 pages 
 
This is an excellent set of etudes for the advancing undergraduate bassoonist. As in many 
of his solo works, Bruns writes a great deal in the lowest two octaves of the bassoon. 
Each successive etude adds a single eighth-note beat to the meter (#1 is in 2/8, #2 is in 
3/8, and so on; only #12 finally breaks the pattern and is in common time).  
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Clark, Larry and Sean O’Loughlin, eds. Melodious Etudes for Bassoon, Selected from the 
 Vocalises of Marco Bordogni. New York: Carl Fischer, LLC. 2005. 
Grade Level 3-4 
Number of Etudes 54 
Range a’ 
Keys Excellent for keyed studies up to 5 sharps and 
flats 
Dexterity Minimally challenging 
Articulation Almost entirely slurred/legato 
Rhythm Unchallenging 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass 
Ornamentation Minimal graces 
Expression All are lyrical 
Etude length 1-2 pages 
 
Similar to Bona in that they are taken from music originally for vocalists. Frequently 
studied by trombonists, who know them as the Rochut etudes. Only the bass clef is used, 
a rarity in the mid-grade level studies. Excellent for phrasing studies, though not always 
interesting melodically. 
 
Denissow, Edison. Fünf Etüden für Fagott solo. Leipzig: Deutscher Verlag für Musik. 1986. 
Grade Level 5-6 
Number of Etudes 5 
Range d’’ 
Keys Atonal 
Dexterity #4 requires multiphonics, otherwise easier than 
most works at this grade level 
Articulation Except #3, overwhelmingly slurred 
Rhythm Very challenging 
Many unconventional subdivisions 
Significant rests throughout 
Meter Conventional, though often obscured by 
syncopation and rests 
Clefs Bass, Treble (Tenor appears only in #5) 
Ornamentation #5 is challenging trill study 
Expression Melodically wayward, rhythm adds style 
Etude length 2-3 pages 
 
A rare set of etudes where the rhythm poses more difficulty than the technical 
requirements. The multiphonic etude (#4) is a rarity in the etude repertoire; one will 
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require the Bartolozzi text to interpret the given fingerings however. The etude on rests 
and repeated pitches (#3) is another unique study.  
 
Dhellemmes, Raymond. 25 Etudes Polyphoniques d’apres Les Grands Maitres, Pour Trombones 
 ou Bassons. Paris: Henry Lemoine et Cie. Édituers. 1961 
Grade Level 3-5 
Number of Etudes 25 
Range c’’ 
Keys Tonal melodies 
Dexterity All parts generally of equal difficulty 
Articulation Minimally marked 
Rhythm Not challenging 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Minimal 
Expression Melodies of famous composers, harmonized 
Etude length Half-page to 1 page 
 
These are arrangements of melodies by composers such as Rameau, Bach, and Mozart for 
two to four players.  
 
Drouet, Louis. 32 Studies for Bassoon. Transcribed by Martin Gatt. Kingussie, Scotland: 
 Phylloscopus Publications. 1999. 
Grade Level 3-4 
Number of Etudes 32 
Range d♭’’ 
Keys All up to six sharps/flats 
Dexterity Mostly scales and arpeggios, full range 
Articulation Overwhelmingly slurred or simple patterns 
Rhythm Little variety, mostly running sixteenths 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass (Tenor appears only in #32) 
Ornamentation Minimal 
Expression A few lyrical etudes, but mostly technique 
studies 
Etude length Half-page to 1 page 
 
Originally for flute, this transcription of Drouet’s 25 Famous Studies fits the bassoon 
well. The rhythms are not challenging (or interesting) but the melodic figurations are full 
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of variety even as the etudes remain close to the home key throughout. Gatt transposes a 
few of the etudes to keys a half-step away, bringing Drouet’s original 25 to a total of 32. 
The preface states, “studies such as these [i.e., in the Classical style] are rare in the 
bassoon repertoire, and Martin Gatt saw the need for teaching aids to extend the agility of 
bassoon students of pre-college standard.”  
 
Dubois, Pierre Max. Douze Études pour Basson. Paris: Alphonse Leduc. 1957. 
Grade Level 5-6 
Number of Etudes 12 
Range e’’ 
Keys No key signatures used, but generally tonal 
Dexterity Frequent large intervals 
Low range used often, particularly in #5 
Articulation Several require articulating repeated pitches  
Rhythm Static within each etude aside from #3, a study 
on subdivisions from 7 to 16 notes per beat 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Minimal, #8 is study on graces 
Expression Few indications 
Etude length One page 
 
A typical French etude collection, with unprepared high notes, frequent clef changes, 
chromatic melodies, and large intervals. However, Dubois has a certain jaunty style and 
melodic sense that make these more enjoyable to play than some of the other collections 
from the same era. The etude on articulated low notes, #5, is unique in the repertoire.  
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Falcone, John. 32 Intermediate Bassoon Etudes for the Advancing Student and Adult Beginner. 
 Tallevast, FL: TrevCo Music Publishing. 2011. 
Grade Level 1-3 
Number of Etudes 32 
Range b♭’ (ascends to d♭’ in #28) 
Keys Up to 5 sharps/flats, easy chromaticism 
Dexterity Minimally challenging 
Two multiphonics in #25 
Articulation Not a focus 
Rhythm Frequent syncopations 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor (infrequently) 
Ornamentation Minimal 
Expression Frequent dynamic markings 
Tuneful; ten have been given descriptive titles 
to encourage stylistic approach 
Etude length Half-page 
 
A fine collection of etudes for the middle and high school bassoonists. In his introduction 
Falcone describes the focus of several etudes and states “most contain all 12 notes of the 
chromatic scale, extend through all registers, modulate key at least once, and require 
expressive, controlled playing.” Five etudes are explicitly based on standard repertoire 
(Bolero, Mozart’s overture to Marriage of Figaro, and the Mozart bassoon concerto). In 
addition to the etudes is a simplified arrrangement of Falcone’s “The Young Bassoonist 
of Hamelin,” here for solo bassoon and narrator.  
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Ferling, Wilhem. 48 Famous Studies for Bassoon, Arranged from the Oboe Studies, op. 31. 
 Arranged by James Thornton. San Antonio, TX: Southern Music Company. 1968. 
Grade Level 3-4 
Number of Etudes 62 
Range a♭’ 
Keys Up to 7 sharps/flats 
Dexterity Frequent large intervals 
Articulation Frequently marked with staccato and accent 
Rhythm Very diverse 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass 
Ornamentation Frequent trills, turns, and graces 
Expression Beautiful melodies throughout and stylistic 
rhythm and articulations 
Etude length Half-page to 1 page 
 
The Ferling etudes represent an indispensable part of the oboists’s etude repertoire, and 
are equally valuable to the bassoonist, particularly as studies in expressive playing. As is 
apparent in other adaptations of treble clef music for bassoon, like the Rode Caprices or 
Fiorillo etudes, notes’ positions on the staff have been kept the same; the key signature 
and accidentals are altered to maintain the mode in bass clef. Thornton also includes 
transpositions of several etudes into keys a minor second away or printed with an 
enharmonic key signature. Study these with an oboist and strive to achieve a technical 
fluency on the bassoon akin to that possible on the more-sophisticated oboe key system.  
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Fink, Reginald H. Introducing the Tenor Clef for Trombone (Bassoon). North Greece, New 
 York: Accura Music. 1968. 
Grade Level 2-3 
Number of Etudes 61 
Range g’ 
Keys Up to four sharps/five flats, very diatonic 
Dexterity Minimally challenging 
Articulation Rarely indicated 
Rhythm Not difficult 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Tenor (Bass appears only in last four etudes) 
Ornamentation Minimal 
Expression Some etudes based on melodies from the 
orchestral repertoire, and seven orchestral 
excerpts – for trombone! 
Etude length Third-page to 1 page 
 
The focus on reading tenor clef in this book is entirely on pitches that reside within the 
staff or below, making it an excellent resource for younger bassoonists who have not yet 
“conquered” the range in which tenor clef is usually written for the bassoon. There is also 
a section on reading music written for B♭ instruments and transposing it for bassoon.  
 
Fiorillo, Federigo. Etudes. Transcribed by Jean Espaignet. Paris: Buffet-Crampon et cie. 1879. 
Grade Level 5-6 
Number of Etudes 25 
Range f ’’ 
Keys Used but highly chromatic 
Dexterity Very challenging 
Articulation Patterns vary frequently 
Rhythm Static within etudes 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Minimal throughout 
Expression Negligible, mostly technical etudes 
Etude length 1-3 pages 
 
A series of violin etudes transcribed for the bassoon. Many of the etudes have a key of E♭ 
major, as the pitches have been kept in the same places they were on the violin’s treble 
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clef staff (see Ferling entry above). These etudes do not work as well on the bassoon as 
other transcriptions and offer little that couldn’t be found elsewhere in the repertoire. 
 
Gambaro, Giovania-Baptiste. 18 Studies for Bassoon. Simon Kovar, ed. New York: International 
 Music Company. 1951. 
Grade Level 4-5 
Number of Etudes 18 
Range b’ 
Keys Up to four sharps/flats with many chromatic 
decorations 
Dexterity Frequent large intervals 
Articulation Often slurred, few pattern changes 
Rhythm No challenges, static within etudes 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Minimal 
Expression Minimal markings, more technical studies 
Etude length 2-3 pages 
 
For a set of etudes which have little rhythmic variety or actual melodies, these are 
surprisingly enjoyable to play. They lie under the fingers well and rarely call for the 
extremes of the range. A suitable follow-up to Drouet or the Milde scale studies. This is a 
collection that seems particularly well-suited to have a second bassoon accompaniment 
part composed for it.  
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Garfield, Bernard H. Thirty-One Etudes for Bassoon. Fifth Edition. Tallavast, FL: TrevCo Music 
 Publishing. 2013. 
Grade Level 4-6 
Number of Etudes 31 
Range e’’ 
Keys Most written without key signature, yet often 
tonal with chromatic decoration 
Dexterity Frequent low note passages 
Articulation Overwhelmingly slurred 
Rhythm Frequent mixed subdivisions 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor, Treble 
Ornamentation Minimal 
Expression Frequent dynamic markings 
Dedication to particular players encourages 
style connections 
Etude length 1-2 pages 
 
This collection of etudes by respected bassoonist and teacher Bernard Garfield was 
composed over several years; most of the etudes either have a descriptive title or are 
dedicated to another performer, encouraging the student to research those players’ 
backgrounds as well. The frequent usage of the low range is an especially valuable aspect 
of this collection.  
 
Gatti, Nazzareno. 22 Grandi Esercizi. Milan: Ricordi. 2014. 
Grade Level 4-6 
Number of Etudes 22 
Range d’’ 
Keys Up to five sharps/flats 
Dexterity Incessant large intervals and arpeggios 
Articulation Various patterns 
Rhythm No rhythmic challenges 
Rhythm static within etudes 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor  
Ornamentation Minimal 
Expression None 
Etude length 1-4 pages 
 
The ultimate in large interval dexterity etudes. Intensely challenging to dexterity, 
embouchure, and concentration due to the etudes’ length. Also good for practice reading 
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bass clef up to five ledger lines above the staff, as Gatti does not change into tenor clef 
unless remaining in the upper range for extended periods of time.  
 
Giampieri, Alamiro. 16 Studi Giornalieri di Perfezionamento per Fagotto. Milan: Ricordi. 1964. 
Grade Level 5-6 
Number of Etudes 16 
Range e♭’’ 
Keys Each etude includes all 24 keys 
Dexterity Frequent chromatic passages in high range 
Articulation Patterns static within etude 
Rhythm Patterns static within etude 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Only important in #2 and #13 
Expression None 
Etude length 2 pages 
 
These sixteen studies each present a single pattern in one key, which is then transposed 
into the other twenty-three keys, but are otherwise identical to the first statement. Etude 
#13 is a particularly challenging study on trills, turns, and graces. 
 
Górecki, Benedykt, ed. 50 Etiud Wirtuozowskich na fagot. Krakow: Polskie Wydawnictwo 
 Muzyczne. 1967. 
Grade Level 4-6 
Number of Etudes 50 
Range e’’ 
 
This is a collection of etudes from other composers, including Bertini, Bozza, Czerny, 
Gatti, Kreutzer, and others. Some of the etudes are transcriptions from works for other 
instruments, such as the Czerny and Kreutzer etudes. The selections here are challenging 
to the technique only; rhythmic variety is nonexistent. There is another collection 
available with the same title except with forty (instead of fifty) etudes; the first thirty-
eight etudes are the same in both texts, so there is little reason to seek both.  
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Hause, Wenzel. Dreissig Etüden für tiefe Instrumente. Leipzig: VEB Friedrich Hofmeister. 1956. 
Grade Level 2-3 
Number of Etudes 30 
Range b♭’ 
Keys Up to five sharps/four flats 
Very diatonic 
Dexterity Not challenging 
Articulation Rarely indicated 
Rhythm Little variety 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass 
Ornamentation None 
Expression Few indications of dynamic or style 
Etude length Half-page  
 
These string bass exercises are quite simple rhythmically and harmonically, but are 
challenging for bassoonists playing at this level because the range is high. Hause’s etudes 
that appear in Hawkins’s Melodious and Progressive Studies are probably more effective. 
 
Hawkins, Alan, ed. Melodious and Progressive Studies for Bassoon. 2 volumes. San Antonio, 
 TX: Southern Music Company. 1980. 
Grade Level 3-5 
Number of Etudes ~200 across two volumes, unnumbered 
Range b♭’ 
Keys All appropriate for key studies and labeled by 
key signature 
Dexterity Extensive studies on scales and arpeggios 
Articulation Wide variety of styles and patterns 
Rhythm Widely varied 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Appears throughout 
Expression Many excellent, tuneful etudes 
Etude length Half-page to 1 page 
 
An excellent collection of music for the undergraduate performer, including etudes 
originally for bassoon and others adapted from clarinet, cello, and other instruments. 
Each etude is titled by its key or given another title descriptive of its focus. Includes 
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many exercises on scales and arpeggios, articulation patterns, orchestral excerpts, and 
duos as well. Highly recommended. 
 
Heintz, Frank. Orchestral Etudes for Bassoon, Book One. Elaborations on Difficult Passages 
 from the Standard Repertory. Kentfield, CA: Raymond A. Ojeda. n.d. 
Grade Level 3-5 
Number of Etudes 13 
Range d♭’’ 
Keys For the keys represented in the excerpts, these 
are excellent studies 
Dexterity Quite challenging 
Articulation Wide variety 
Rhythm Static within etudes 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor, Treble 
Ornamentation Trills are a focus in Berlioz etude, #13 
Expression Minimally marked, primarily technique studies 
Etude length 2-4 pages 
 
Heintz’s forward reads: “I have often felt that some of the most challenging passages for 
bassoon are not found in Weissenborn or Orefici, but rather in the orchestral literature. . . 
I have tried to expand some of the most difficult bassoon excerpts into longer pieces 
which explore the technical problems presented. . .” This approach of composing etudes 
to answer the demands of a specific excerpt is uncommon in the repertoire, and 
particularly for an entire collection to do so. 
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Hofman, F. H. Exercises and Studies, op. 36. Edited by Leonard Sharrow. New York: 
 International Music Company. 1974. 
Grade Level 3-5 
Number of Etudes 16 
Range c’’ 
Keys Indicates to read each etude in several keys 
Highly chromatic 
Dexterity Large intervals 
Articulation Frequent staccato and accent markings 
Rhythm Challenging but static within an etude 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Minimal 
Expression Few indications for dynamic or style 
Etude length 1-2 pages 
 
Jacobi, Carl. Six Caprices for Bassoon. Edited by Bernard Garfield. New York: International 
 Music Company. 1957. 
Grade Level 4-5 
Number of Etudes 6 
Range d’’ 
Keys C, F, B♭ major and A, D, G minor 
Dexterity Frequent arpeggiations and large intervals 
Articulation  
Rhythm Multiple large subdivisions in #2 
Rhythm generally static within etude 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass (Tenor only used sparingly) 
Ornamentation Few graces in #6 only 
Expression Many dynamic and tempo indications, only #2 
is a lyrical etude 
Etude length One to one-and-a-half pages 
 
These etudes are appropriate for study alongside the first few Milde scale studies; they 
would also prepare a student well for the kinds of figurations they may find in the Weber 
concerto or Andante and Hungarian Rondo, or the Reicha quintets. For etudes of this 
level and range, it is notable that the tenor clef is hardly used.  
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Jancourt, Eugène. 26 Melodic Studies, op. 15. Edited by Simon Kovar. New York: International 
 Music Company. 1956. 
Grade Level 4-6 
Number of Etudes 26 
Range c♯’’ 
Keys Up to five sharps/flats 
Dexterity Constant scales and arpeggiations 
Articulation Variety of patterns 
Rhythm Frequently constant 16th notes 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Short trills, graces throughout 
Expression Many tempo and dynamic indications but 
primarily technical etudes 
Etude length 1-2 pages 
 
These etudes belong in the same virtuoso technique realm as Gambaro, Gatti, and Rode: 
long, dense passages of running sixteenth notes sequenced almost every bar with few 
breaks. Good for use as key studies after a collection such as Drouet’s is mastered. 
 
Jancourt, Eugène. Thirty-Eight Progressive Exercises from Jancourt Bassoon Studies, edited by 
 Thomas C. Collins. New York: Belwin. 1946. 
Grade Level 2-4 
Number of Etudes 38 
Range c♯’’ 
Keys Up to five sharps/flats, diatonic 
Dexterity Progresses quickly to higher range 
Articulation Well-marked with variety 
Rhythm Not challenging 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Minimal, #36 is study on trills and turns 
Expression Mostly technical exercises 
Etude length One-third to one-half page 
 
For “progressive” etudes, these advance very quickly to grade levels three and four, with 
the early appearance of tenor clef, frequent forays into the higher register, and good 
mixed subdivision writing. The last several etudes are nearly identical to what one will 
encounter in Jancourt’s 26 Studies.  
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Joubert, Claude-Henry. 32 Études Faciles pour Basson. Paris: International Music Diffusion. 
 2003. 
Grade Level 2-4 
Number of Etudes 32 
Range c’’ 
Keys Up to 4 flats/2 sharps, frequent chromatic 
alterations 
Dexterity Not challenging, generally 
Articulation Clearly marked throughout 
Rhythm Varied and interesting 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass 
Ornamentation Minimal 
Expression Very well-marked with dynamics, articulations, 
style indications, and text 
Etude length 1 page 
 
A brilliant set of etudes for the high school or early undergraduate player. The use of 
rhythmic variety, dynamic and articulation markings, and descriptive titles encourage 
expressive playing at an early level of study. Instructions are also included on performing 
the etudes with other bassoonists in canon or with rhythmic games. The use of significant 
rests in some etudes is also valuable for even more advanced students. Highly 
recommended. 
 
Junge, Georg. Fagott Studien. 2 volumes. Tallevast, FL: TrevCo Music. n.d. 
Grade Level 1-3 
Number of Etudes 37 with additional orchestral excerpts 
Range b♭’ 
Keys Almost entirely in B♭ major 
Dexterity Minimal requirements 
Articulation Multiple tonguing is the primary focus 
Rhythm No challenge 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation None 
Expression None 
Etude length Half-page 
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These are solely articulation exercises, particularly for the development of double and 
triple tonguing, but could also be used as single-tongue exercises for beginners as well. 
Many of the etudes focus on tonguing repeated pitches, before eventually moving 
towards scalar passages. A few orchestral excerpts featuring the same challenges are 
given in the back of each volume. As we have so few etudes dedicated solely to 
articulation of repeated pitches and scales, and especially multiple-tonguing, these are 
valuable.  
 
Junge, Georg. Konzert Studien. 2 volumes. Tallevast, FL: TrevCo Music. n.d. 
Grade Level 4-5 
Number of Etudes 14 
Range c♯’’ 
Keys Up to 4 sharps/flats, diatonic 
Dexterity Primarily arpeggios and scales 
Articulation Various patterns 
Rhythm Not challenging, static within etudes 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Negligible 
Expression Few markings, technical exercises primarily 
Etude length 2 pages 
 
A collection comprising mostly scales and arpeggiation studies. Etude #13 is a useful 
elaboration on the bassoon solo from Beethoven’s Fourth Symphony.  
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Kopprasch, C. 60 Studies. 2 volumes. Edited by Simon Kovar. New York: International Music 
Company. 1956. 
Grade Level 3-5 
Number of Etudes 60 
Range c’’ 
Keys Up to six sharps/five flats 
Dexterity Wide variety of arpeggiated patterns for key 
study 
Several good large interval  studies 
Articulation Various patterns presented as alternatives 
Rhythm Static within each etude 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Few throughout 
Expression Few lyrical etudes, primarily technical studies 
Etude length One-half to 2 pages 
 
These etudes were composed for the horn, explaining the frequent appearance of 
arpeggios and large intervals, which is less common in the earlier grade levels of bassoon 
etudes. There are few lyrical moments in this collection, but the etudes are valuable as 
technical key studies for the variety of arpeggiations and articulation patterns required. 
 
Kovar, Simon. 24 Daily Exercises for Bassoon. Revised edition. San Antonio, Texas: Southern 
 Music Company. 2008. 
Grade Level 1-6 
Number of Etudes 24 
Range e♭’’ 
Keys All, also whole tone and chromatic 
Dexterity Perfection of all intervals is primary focus 
Articulation Various patterns and styles 
Rhythm Varied throughout 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation None 
Expression Dynamics in long tones, otherwise purely 
technical 
Etude length 1-15 pages 
 
While not technically etudes, Kovar’s collection of exercises is so frequently cited as a 
valuable resource by bassoon teachers that it deserves mention here. Players of every skill 
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level can derive benefit from these studies. The breadth of content on articulations (both 
note-lengths and patterns) and intervals of all sizes is unmatched in the etude repertoire.  
 
Lacour, Guy. 28 Études sur les modes à transpositions limitées d’Olivier Messiaen. Adapted by 
 Jean-Marie Lamothe. Paris: Gérard Billaudot Éditeur. 1996. 
Grade Level 5-6 
Number of Etudes 28 
Range e’’ (f ’’ appears with optional octave lower) 
Keys Modes of limited transposition 
Dexterity Challenging due to unfamiliar patterns 
High range throughout 
Articulation Varies but not a focus 
Rhythm Primarily constant triplets or sixteenths 
Meter Several uncommon meters used 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation None 
Expression Dynamics indicated, though most expression 
would come from exploring the pitch 
relationships in the modes 
Etude length 2 pages 
 
Valuable studies for exploration of melodic structures outside those of the Common 
Practice period. The technical challenge may arise from the player’s unfamiliarity with 
the scale and arpeggio patterns; the rhythms and articulations pose little difficulty. 
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Louchez, Jean. Vingt Etudes Facilese d’apres A. Samie. Paris: Alphonse Leduc. Archival reprint 
 by TrevCo-Varner Music. 1968. 
Grade Level 3-4 
Number of Etudes 20 
Range c’’ 
Keys Up to three sharps/flats 
Dexterity High range arpeggios uncommon at this 
otherwise lower grade level 
Articulation Minimal change in patterns 
Rhythm Little variety, static within etudes 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor (Significantly more tenor) 
Ornamentation A study on appoggiaturas, very rare 
Otherwise minimal 
Expression Dynamic indications but few lyrical studies 
Etude length One-half to 1 page 
 
Bassoonist Jean Louchez arranged these from opus numbers 31-33 by Auguste Samie, 
originally for violin. Unlike other transcriptions of string etudes, these lay well for the 
bassoon. The title’s suggestion that they are “easy” is not quite accurate; the tenor clef is 
used throughout and the high range is used frequently. The etudes are pleasant, but not 
very engaging; a student comfortable with the etudes of Bourdeau, Jancourt or Milde 
would have no difficulty with these, but would likely derive little benefit from them as 
well.  
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Lowman, Kenneth. Ten Etudes for Bassoon. Los Angeles: Western International Music, Inc. 
 1969. 
Grade Level 4-5 
Number of Etudes 10 
Range d’’ 
Keys Each study is in a different mode 
Dexterity Scales and arpeggios in uncommon patterns 
Frequent high range and large intervals 
Articulation Overwhelmingly slurred 
Rhythm Occasional syncopations and mixed 
subdivisions 
Meter A few uncommon meters 
Some mixed meter studies 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Minimal 
Expression No indications, primarily technical studies 
Etude length 2 pages 
 
Los Angeles studio musician and composer Kenneth Lowman is credited as the composer 
of, among other shows, the music for 100 episodes of the 1960s animated Popeye.38 
While these etudes probably will not elicit memories of the program, their use of the 
seven diatonic modes is unique among the etude repertoire and worthy of study. Though 
each etude is on a single mode, it is transposed to multiple tonic pitches throughout, 
resulting in a variety of technical challenges, particularly in the higher range. Lowman’s 
rhythms are varied and often call for mixed subdivisions and extended syncopated 
passages.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                             
 38. Internet Movie Database, “Ken Lowman,” accessed March 4, 2017, 
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0523262/. 
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Martelli, Henri. Quinze Etudes, op. 81. Paris: Henri Lemoine & Companie. 1954. 
Grade Level 4-5 
Number of Etudes 15 
Range b♭’ (#11 ascends to d’’, #12 to b’) 
Keys Not appropriate for key studies 
Dexterity Very uncommon melodic patterns 
Easy range requirement for French etudes 
Articulation Frequently marked, few changes in pattern 
Rhythm Variety among etudes, but static within a single 
etude 
Meter Several uncommon meters 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation None 
Expression Minimal markings 
Etude length  
 
An intermediate set of etudes, good for introduction to the style found in Bozza’s or 
Dubois’s etudes and solo pieces, though these are not as charming or rhythmically vital 
as those composers’ works. The articulation markings are more diverse compared to 
several other etude collections at this level.  
 
McDowells, D. First Book of Practical Studies for Bassoon. Nilo W. Hovey, ed. Van Nuys, 
 California: Belwin Mills Publishing Corp. 1959, renewed 1987.  
Grade Level 1-2 
Number of Etudes 48, also includes scales exercises 
Range g’ 
Keys Up to 2 sharps/4 flats 
Dexterity Diatonic, mostly stays in beginners’ range 
Articulation Few indications 
Rhythm No value shorter than an eighth note 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass 
Ornamentation None 
Expression Minimal markings 
Etude length One-third to one-half page 
 
(The author of this and the next bibliographic entry is actually bassoonist Paul D. 
McDowell; between the original publication in 1959 and the reprint the author’s name 
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was changed on the cover to “D. McDowells.”39) The foreword reads, “Exercises and 
studies in this book have been written for the specific purpose of supplementing any of 
the elementary methods available.” This is an excellent set of idiomatic etudes for the 
beginning bassoonist. The simple rhythms and generally scalar passages allow the student 
to refine their technique and tone in short melodies with a pleasing style. It should be 
followed directly by the Second Book of Practical Studies, which continues numbering 
the etudes where this book leaves off.  
 
McDowells, D. Second Book of Practical Studies for Bassoon. Nilo W. Hovey, ed. Van Nuys, 
 California: Belwin Mills Publishing Corp. 1960, renewed 1998. 
Grade Level 1-3 
Number of Etudes 54 
Range b♭’ 
Keys Up to 3 sharps/5 flats 
Dexterity  
Articulation Few markings 
Rhythm Widely varied 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass 
Ornamentation None 
Expression Excellent style, few markings 
Etude length One-half page 
 
This collection continues on from the First Book, with increased rhythmic variety and 
somewhat more challenging technical requirements. The rhythmic content is 
progressively more complex; a brief guide to that progression appears in the foreword. 
The range and articulation requirements also pose them for use as venting studies. These 
etudes are especially valuable for their melodic novelty and their style, which is perfectly 
                                                             
 39. “First [second] book of practical studies for bassoon,” WorldCat, accessed March 17, 
2017 http://www.worldcat.org/title/first-second-book-of-practical-studies-for-
bassoon/oclc/5469752. 
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matched to the natural character of the bassoon. A highlight of the etude repertoire at any 
level. 
 
Milde, Ludwig. Twenty-Five Studies, op. 24. New York: International Music Company. 1950.  
Grade Level 4-5 
Number of Etudes 25 
Range d♭’’ 
Keys Up to 6 sharps/5 flats and a chromatic study 
Dexterity Primarily scales and arpeggios 
Articulation Overwhelmingly slurred 
Rhythm Straight sixteenths throughout, except #23 and 
#24, which are straight triplets 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Minimal 
Expression None 
Etude length 1 page 
 
One of the pillars of the bassoon etude repertoire. Challenging technical studies over 
practically the whole range of the instrument, with little rhythmic variety and few rests, 
these are very often a bassoonist’s introduction to “real” etudes. 
 
Milde, Ludwig. Fifty Concert Studies, op. 26. 2 volumes. New York: International Music 
 Company. 1948. 
Grade Level 4-6 
Number of Etudes 50 
Range d♭’’ 
Keys Up to 6 sharps/7 flats,  
Often written in the “hard” keys 
Frequent key changes within etudes 
Dexterity Very challenging 
Articulation Wide variety of styles and patterns 
Rhythm Highly varied within etudes 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Trills, turns, graces, mordents appear 
throughout 
Expression Very tuneful with detailed tempo, dynamic, and 
style indications 
Etude length 2-4 pages 
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For many bassoonists, these are the pinnacle of the bassoon etude repertoire. They also 
represent perhaps the best solo compositions in the Romantic style for the instrument. 
They contain a wealth of melodies, formal structures, and virtuoso technical 
requirements. Players such as David McGill have composed piano accompaniments to 
some of the etudes for public performance, an effort which should be applauded and 
continued by others. These studies, of course, cannot provide material to answer the 
needs of all musical styles which came after their composition around the turn of the 20th 
century, but they remain unparalleled in their quality. 
 
Moritz, Frederick. Two and Three Tone Exercises for Bassoon. Revised by George C. Adams. 
 Lubbock, TX: Allyn Publishing. 1997. 
Grade Level 1-5 
Number of Etudes 30 
Range e’’ 
Keys None 
Dexterity Only intervals 
Articulation None 
Rhythm None 
Meter Common time 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation None 
Expression None 
Etude length One-quarter to one-half page 
 
These are exercises to perfect the technique when playing any interval (up to an octave) 
on the bassoon, as well as chromatic passages encompassing up to a major third. The 
introductory notes contain information about Mr. Moritz’s pedagogical approach to the 
use of the left thumb vent keys and that concept’s spread to American players.  
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Orefici, Alberto. 20 Melodic Studies. Edited by Leonard Sharrow. New York: International 
 Music Company. 1966.  
Grade Level 5-6 
Number of Etudes 20 
Range d♭’’ 
Keys Up to five sharps/flats, but highly chromatic 
Dexterity Very dense, unintuitive passages 
Articulation Detailed markings 
Rhythm Widely varied 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Occasional throughout 
Expression Frequent tempo and dynamic markings 
Etude length 1 page 
 
These etudes will challenge a student’s technique and their expressive capabilities, as the 
melodies frequently take unexpected turns both harmonically and rhythmically.  
 
Orefici, Alberto. Bravoura Studies. Edited by Arthur Weisberg. New York: International Music 
 Company. 1965. 
Grade Level 5-6 
Number of Etudes 12 
Range d♭’’ 
Keys Key signatures used but chromaticism usually 
nullifies them 
Dexterity Large intervals 
Whole range always in use 
Articulation Overwhelmingly slurred 
Rhythm Little variety 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor (Treble very briefly in #1) 
Ornamentation Minimal 
Expression Two rhapsodic etudes, #2 and #11 
Dynamic indications usually follow line 
contour 
Etude length 1-2 pages 
 
The melodic and rhythmic variety of Orefici’s Melodic Studies are not present in this 
volume aside from the rhapsodic etudes, #2 and #11. These are primarily technical 
exercises in the virtuoso style: continuous scalar and arpeggiated patterns in a single note 
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value. Large intervals abound and the entire range of the bassoon is consistently covered 
in the span of two or three bars.  
 
Oromszegi, Otto. Tíz Modern Fagott-Etúd. Budapest: Editio Musica. 1962. 
Grade Level 5-6 
Number of Etudes 10 
Range d’’ 
Keys Whole tone studies (#1-5), otherwise without 
key center 
Dexterity Large intervals 
Uncommon passages in high range 
Articulation Variety of patterns and styles, well-marked 
Rhythm Little variety, but complicated by meters 
Meter Uncommon meters (7/16, 5/8, 7/8) 
Frequent mixed meter 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Infrequent 
Expression Few dynamic or tempo indications 
Etude length 2 pages 
 
This collection would make for a good introduction to post-tonal musical styles, with its 
focus on whole tone scales in the first half of the text and occasionally challenging, but 
repetitive, rhythmic content throughout. They are similar to Bianchi’s Twelve Etudes in 
the frequent use of meters in 5 and 7, though Oromszegi’s are more technical than 
melodic in character.  
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Oubradous, Fernand. Enseignement Complet du Basson. 3 volumes. Paris: Alphonse Leduc. 
 1938. 
Grade Level 2-5 
Number of Etudes Volumes 1 and 2: 24 scales and etudes 
Volume 3: 15 pages of exercises, 4 etudes 
Range d’’ (in volume 1, most passages ascending past 
a’ are often marked as optional) 
Keys 24 major/minor 
Dexterity  
Articulation Various patterns suggested 
Etudes on various styles of articulation 
Rhythm Various patterns suggested 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor (Treble very briefly) 
Ornamentation Excellent studies in volume 3 
Expression Minimal markings 
Etude length One-half to 3 pages 
 
Oubradous’s Enseignement Complet is well-known for its studies in all twenty-four keys, 
each provided with a series of articulation and rhythmic patterns to be practiced for 
mastery of the scale. Each page of scales and intervals is followed by a brief etude on a 
single articulation, rhythm, ornament, or other basic technique. The third volume contains 
valuable studies on evenness of fingers (similarly to works by Kovar and Moritz), 
articulation patterns, and, in a unique occurrence in the etude repertoire, exercises on 
sonority and cleanliness of attack. Duet-etudes teaching the performance of the 
appoggiatura, turn, mordent, and trill finish off this excellent collection.  
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Oubradous, Fernand. Préludes-Études. Paris: Alphonse Leduc. 1944. 
Grade Level 4-5 
Number of Etudes 10 
Range c’’ 
Keys Up to 3 flats 
Dexterity Arpeggios and large intervals 
Articulation Various patterns 
Rhythm Limited variety 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Minimal 
Expression Occasional tempo and dynamic markings, but 
primarily technical exercises 
Etude length One-half to 2 pages 
 
A companion to the three volumes mentioned above, these etudes focus primarily on ease 
of response across the instrument’s range in a variety of interval sizes and articulations.  
 
Ouzounoff, Alexandre. 36 Nouvelles Etudes pour basson. 2 volumes. Paris: Gérard Billaudot 
 Éditeur. 2007. 
Grade Level 6 
Number of Etudes 36 
Range e♭’’ 
Keys No signatures used; frequently atonal 
Dexterity Very challenging 
Articulation Many styles and patterns 
Rhythm Highly varied, significant use of rests 
Meter Many uncommon meters used 
Mixed in nearly all etudes 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation One etude on trills, otherwise minimal 
Expression Dynamics appear throughout 
Etude length 1-2 pages 
 
An excellent collection of etudes addressing issues of modern music, such as challenging 
rhythms, uncommon and mixed meters, and phrasing of non-tonal melodies. Several 
etudes focus on intervals of specific sizes and uncommon scales. Many of the etudes 
contain significant rests and one specifically calls for double tonguing; both of these 
characteristics are underrepresented in the etude repertoire.  
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Ozi, Etienne. 42 Caprices. Edited by Leonard Sharrow. New York: International Music 
 Company. 1974. 
Grade Level 3-4 
Number of Etudes 42 
Range b’ 
Keys Up to four sharps/flats 
Dexterity Large intervals 
Articulation Varied patterns 
Rhythm Primarily static within an etude 
Frequent mixing of subdivisions 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor (#25 and #27-30 do not use bass 
clef at all) 
Ornamentation Trills and graces throughout 
Many mordents on short note values 
Expression No dynamics or tempo changes called for 
Etude length One-third to 1 page 
 
These etudes come from the first method for the modern bassoon, published in 1803. 
They are excellent as key studies and for studying the styles and patterns of articulation 
appropriate for the Classical repertoire. The frequent appearance of mordents on short 
note values is uncommon in the etude repertoire.  
 
Patterson, Stephanie Willow. An Introduction to Contemporary Music for Bassoon with Sixty-
 Four Etudes. Tallevast, FL: TrevCo Music Publishing. 2014.  
Grade Level 1-3 
Number of Etudes 64 
Range a♭’’ (only #62 ascends to d’’) 
Keys Includes diatonic modes, whole tone, octatonic, 
and atonal etudes 
Dexterity  
Articulation Slurred or otherwise generally without 
indication 
Rhythm Focus of several etudes, wide variety 
throughout, including rests and 
mixed/uncommon subdivisions 
Meter Focus of several etudes, both uncommon and 
mixed meter study 
Clefs Bass (Tenor appears only in #62) 
Ornamentation Minimal  
Expression Focus of several etudes, dynamics used 
throughout 
Etude length One-half to 1 page 
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Patterson has created an excellent resource for introducing the elements of modern 
musical styles to advancing bassoonists. The five sections begin with clear explanations 
on both the theoretical and practical elements involved in each technique; this is followed 
by several focused (and well-titled) etudes. This collection belong alongside the 
traditional beginner’s materials (such as Weissenborn and McDowell) for its unique 
contribution to the repertoire – etudes addressing contemporary techniques that are also 
accessible to players of all levels. 
 
Piard, Marius. 16 Characteristic Studies for Bassoon. New York: International Music Company. 
 1950. 
Grade Level 5-6 
Number of Etudes 16 
Range d’’ 
Keys Up to seven sharps/flats, very chromatic 
Difficult keys often the focus 
Dexterity Many challenges 
Articulation Detailed markings 
Rhythm Varied, but minimal changes within an etude 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Focus of several etudes 
Expression Detailed dynamic and tempo markings 
Etude length 1-2 pages 
 
Nearly half the etudes in this collection are focused on ornamentation, an uncommon 
emphasis in the etude literature. Other studies include rapid arpeggios (as if playing 
broken chords on a stringed instrument), repeated note staccato, and melodies in 
“difficult” keys, meaning those with seven flats and sharps.  
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Piard, Marius. Quatre Vingt Dix Études pour le basson. 2 volumes. Paris: Gérard Billaudot 
 Éditeur. 1946. 
Grade Level 5-6 
Number of Etudes 60 
Range e’’ 
Keys All 
Dexterity Extremely challenging 
Articulation Various patterns and styles 
Rhythm Varied but often static within an etude 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Trills, mordents, and graces appear frequently 
Expression Many dynamic markings, but these are truly 
technical studies 
Etude length 2 pages 
 
These oft-recommended “ninety” studies were originally published in three volumes, but 
now only the first two are still in print – and there are only sixty etudes in those two 
volumes. (The third volume, still available through interlibrary loan, contains thirty 
arranged melodies from composers such as Bach, Handel, and Schumann.) Both volumes 
contain all key signatures up to seven sharps and flats; the first is focused on scalar 
material and the second is primarily arpeggiations. Both contain an incredible number of 
large intervals as well as frequent trills and mordents. These may represent the “last 
word” in technical key studies.  
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Pivonka, Karel. Little Etudes for Bassoon. Prague: Panton. 1977. 
Grade Level 4-5 
Number of Etudes 44 
Range c’’ 
Keys Up to 4 sharps/flats 
Dexterity  
Articulation Widely varied in style and pattern 
Rhythm Great variety, frequent rests, mixed and 
uncommon subdivisions 
Meter Many uncommon and mixed meters 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Minimal 
Expression Dynamic and tempo indications throughout, 
melodies and rhythms encourage stylistic 
playing 
Etude length One-half to 1 page 
 
A highlight of the repertoire for the undergraduate bassoonist, these etudes are idiomatic, 
tuneful, and contain a great deal of variety. Study them alongside Weissenborn’s 
Advanced Studies; the technical requirements are similar but the rhythmic, metric, and 
melodic content is more modern.  
 
Pivonka, Karel. Rytmické Etudy pro Fagot. Prague: Supraphon. 1961. 
Grade Level 4-6 
Number of Etudes 25 
Range d♭’’ 
Keys Up to 7 sharps/flats 
Dexterity Key will offer challenges at times 
Articulation Frequent contrasts in style and pattern 
Rhythm Focus of the collection 
Meter Frequent uncommon and mixed meters 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Minimal 
Expression Dynamic and tempo markings, but primarily 
technical and rhythmic studies 
Etude length 1 - 2 pages 
 
The primary appeal of this collection is the wide range of rhythmic and metric material 
employed. Rests, syncopations, and mixed subdivisions and meters abound. These etudes 
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are not as charming as those in Pivonka’s Little Etudes, and the range and dexterity 
requirements are greater.  
  
Pivonka, Karel. Technické a Rytmické Studie pro Fagot. Prague: Panton. 1982. 
Grade Level 4-5 
Number of Etudes 25 
Range c’’ 
Keys Only minor keys, up to 7 sharps/flats 
Dexterity Strong technique in low range often needed 
Articulation Wide variety of patterns and styles 
Rhythm Mixed subdivisions throughout 
Alternate patterns suggested 
Meter Often mixed but no uncommon meters used 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Minimal 
Expression Primarily technical studies 
Etude length 2 pages 
 
A novelty in the etude repertoire, as these key signature studies are only in the minor 
mode. Technical fluency is often needed in the low range, and mixed subidivisions 
appear throughout the collection. Each etude begins with a brief description of its 
purpose, though these are only written in Czech and German.  
 
Pivonka, Karel. Virtuózní Etudy pro Fagot. Prague: Bärenreiter Editio Suphraphon. 1953. 
Grade Level 6 
Number of Etudes 20 
Range d’’ 
Keys No signatures used, extremely chromatic 
Dexterity Very dense 
Articulation Widely varied 
Rhythm Rests, subdivision, syncopations all appearing 
at the highest level of difficulty 
Meter Frequently uncommon and mixed 
Clefs Bass, Tenor, Treble 
Ornamentation Graces and trills appear throughout 
Expression Dynamics, tempo changes, and style indications 
used consistently 
Etude length 2-3 pages 
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These are among the most challenging etudes in the literature. The demands on finger 
technique and rhythm reading are relentless. All one’s skills as a bassoonist will be 
thoroughly tested.  
 
Rode, Pierre. 15 Caprices. Edited by Leonard Sharrow. New York: International Music 
 Company. 1971.  
Grade Level 5-6 
Number of Etudes 15 
Range d’’ 
Keys Up to 2 sharps/3 flats 
Dexterity Lowest range used throughout 
Articulation Varied types and patterns 
Rhythm Little variety, often continuous sixteenths 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Occasional trills 
Expression Minimal markings, primarily technical studies 
Etude length 2 pages 
 
Similarly to the Fiorillo etudes, these are Espaignet’s transcriptions of violin etudes; in 
this case a set of twenty-four caprices composed in the early years of the 19th century. 
The same technique of changing clef and key signature, without changing the location of 
the pitches on the staff, was used to make these readable by a bassoonist. Rode’s 
continual crossing from the violin’s upper strings down to the G string results in a 
collection of etudes that uses the low range of the bassoon more frequently than any 
other, and in the most virtuosic fashion. 
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Romani, Sergio. 11 Acquarelli Musicali. Ancona, Italy: Bèrber Edizioni Musicali. 2004. 
Grade Level 6 
Number of Etudes 11 
Range d’’ 
Keys No signatures used 
Dexterity Low range use frequent 
Articulation Detailed 
Rhythm Very diverse 
Significant rests 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Minimal 
Expression Several styles, including jazz and tango 
Dynamics and tempo changes throughout 
Etude length 2-3 pages 
 
Romani’s etudes are full of rhythmic variety, expressive lines, and varied articulations, 
resulting in very satisfying pieces for study and performance. These “musical 
watercolors” straddle the boundary between etude and unaccompanied solo piece; they 
are exceptional additions to the bassoon’s literature. 
 
Romani, Sergio. Dieci Capricci Fantastici. Ancona, Italy: Bèrber Edizioni Musicali. 1994. 
Grade Level 6 
Number of Etudes 10 
Range d’’ 
Keys Signatures not used 
Dexterity Low range used frequently 
Articulation Detailed 
Rhythm Very diverse 
Significant rests 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Graces and trills appear throughout 
Expression Dynamics and tempo changes throughout 
Etude length 2-3 pages 
 
As in his Acquarelli, Romani uses an incredible amount of rhythmic variety, but these 
etudes are less expressive in character and a great deal more challenging to the player’s 
technique. Aside from the dexterity requirements, as advanced studies in articulation and 
rhythmic accuracy this collection is brilliant. 
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Ruggiero, Giuseppi. Huit Études Atonales pour Basson. Paris: Alphonse Leduc. 1971. 
Grade Level 6 
Number of Etudes 8 
Range e♭’’ 
Keys Atonal 
Dexterity High range throughout, unfamiliar passage 
work 
Articulation Mixed styles and patterns 
Rhythm Mixed subdivisions 
Frequent syncopations and rests 
Meter Uncommon and mixed 
Clefs Bass, Tenor,  
Ornamentation Minimal 
Expression Frequent use of dynamics and tempo markings 
Etude length 1-2 pages 
 
Christopher Weait writes in his Bassoon Strategies for the Next Level, “Play these when 
you have sight-read everything else.” For a student who enjoyed Bertoni’s 12 Studies or 
Boutry’s Douze Etudes Atonales, this is the logical next step – Ruggiero’s are a great deal 
longer and place more demands on technique and rhythmic accuracy. The detailed 
dynamic and articulation markings will also help a student create credible phrasing 
without the traditional melodic and harmonic figurations. This is a highly challenging 
collection of etudes for the advanced, thoughtful student.  
 
Satzenhoffer, J. 24 Studies. Edited by Simon Kovar. New York: International Music Company. 
 1950. 
Grade Level 3-5 
Number of Etudes 24 
Range b♭’’ (occasional d’’) 
Keys Up to seven flats/six sharps, one of each 
Dexterity Ornaments often challenging 
Articulation Little variety in pattern or style 
Rhythm Little variety 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor (tenor used minimally) 
Ornamentation Several fine studies 
Expression Negligible 
Etude length 1-2 pages 
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For those seeking key studies similar in difficulty to Milde’s 25 Studies, this set of etudes 
taken from Satzenhofer’s bassoon method are a great option. There are no rhythmic 
challenges to be found here, but there are several fine studies on ornaments and many 
idiomatic large interval studies. Satzenhofer rarely ascends into the highest range of the 
bassoon, so these etudes are also valuable for focused venting practice. 
  
Siennicki, Edmund. Technical Growth for the Bassoonist. Evanston, IL: Sumy-Birchard 
 Company. 1963. 
Grade Level 2-4  
Number of Etudes 11 
Range d’’ 
Keys Up to six sharps/flats 
Dexterity Alternate fingerings, venting, and ornaments 
explained and marked 
Articulation Few markings 
Rhythm Very basic 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Minimal, but clearly explained 
Expression Dynamic markings used, but primarily 
technical exercises 
Etude length 1 page 
 
This book begins with an explanation of specific technical issues for the bassoon, 
followed by a fingering chart and trill chart. Siennicki also includes detailed explanations 
of why certain fingerings should be favored over others, which occurs nowhere else in 
the literature. Each etude is clearly labeled as to when alternate fingerings should be 
employed, how to vent, and how to interpret ornaments. For the student beginning to take 
the bassoon seriously, Siennicki’s book introduces the next level of thinking in a clear 
and valuable way. 
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Slama, Anton. 66 Studies in All Keys. New York: International Music Company. 1957. 
Grade Level 2-4 
Number of Etudes 66 
Range a’ 
Keys Up to seven sharps/flats 
Dexterity Frequent large intervals 
Articulation Variety of patterns 
Rhythm Minimal variety 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass 
Ornamentation Minimal 
Expression Negligible 
Etude length One-half page 
 
These etudes were originally composed for the double bass; this particular edition is 
subtitled “for bassoon” even though all of the string fingerings are still present. They are 
valuable as short key signature and venting studies, similar to Ozi’s 42 Caprices, though 
with a great deal more large interval content and fewer expressive etudes.  
 
Uhl, Alfred. Fünfzehn Etüden. Mainz: Schott. 1972. 
Grade Level 5-6 
Number of Etudes 20 
Range c’’ 
Keys Atonal studies 
Dexterity Many sequenced passages 
Articulation Little variety 
Rhythm Generally static within an etude 
#12 is a study on subdivisions of 9 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation #5 is a study on trills 
Expression #1 and #9 tuneful; rest are primarily technique 
studies 
Etude length 1 page 
 
A set of etudes for the student ready for atonal music but still developing their technique 
– not yet ready for the advanced atonal etudes of Boutry or Ruggiero. Most of the etudes 
are in a single rhythmic and motivic pattern, but some are duplicated in slightly varied 
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forms to encourage alternative practicing patterns. Etudes #1 and #9 are partiuclarly fine 
expressive studies. 
 
Vaulet, Albert. Twenty Studies for Bassoon. Revised by H. Voxman. Chicago: Rubank. 1958. 
Grade Level 3-4 
Number of Etudes 20 
Range c’’ 
Keys Up to four sharps/flats 
Dexterity Good source of venting studies 
Articulation Several studies almost entirely in staccato 
Rhythm Usually static within an etude 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation None 
Expression Negligible 
Etude length 1-2 pages 
 
This collection is useful for key studies with a reasonable range and for reading 
articulation markings. 
 
Weisberg, Arthur. 15 Etudes Written in the Style of 20th Century Music. Self-published. 2004.  
Grade Level 6 
Number of Etudes 15 
Range d♭’’ 
Keys Atonal 
Dexterity Large intervals 
Articulation Generally slurred 
Rhythm Subdivisions and tempo relationships are a 
primary focus of the collection 
Meter Overwhelmingly mixed, uncommon, and a 
focus of the collection 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation None 
Expression Dynamic indications throughout 
Etude length 1-2 pages 
 
Weisberg prefaces this collection of etudes with a discussion of the current state of the 
etude repertoire; namely, the overwhelming majority of content coming from or written 
in the style of the Classic and Romantic eras. (He makes no reference to the several 
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existing etude books that deal with post-Romantic music.) Weisberg then describes the 
content of his etude collection and reasoning for the inclusion of each element. Large 
intervals, mixed and uncommon meters, and rhythmic complexity are ever-present in this 
collection. There are five etudes which specifically deal with issues of tempo, namely 
metronome speeds and metric modulation, a focus that appears nowhere else in the 
repertoire.  
 
Weissenborn, Julius. Fagott-Studien für Anfänger, op 8, no. 1. Leipzig: C.F. Peters. 1887. 
Grade Level 1-4 
Number of Etudes 83 
Range a’ 
Keys Up to 6 sharps/flats 
Dexterity Venting exercises throughout 
Articulation Different styles are focus of several etudes 
Rhythm Generally static within an etude 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor (very little tenor) 
Ornamentation Focus of several etudes 
Expression Minimal markings 
Etude length One-half to 1 page 
 
The ubiquitous Advanced Studies actually comprise the second volume of Weissenborn’s 
opus 8 studies; this first volume is less well-known, most likely because its contents are 
on a similar level of difficulty as the studies found in his Method. The etudes are divided 
into units on articulation styles, tenor clef reading, key studies, arpeggios, the chromatic 
scale, interval sizes, and ornaments. They are progressive in difficulty and lead directly in 
to the Advanced Studies.  
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Weissenborn, Julius. Fagott-Studien für Fortgeschrittene, op 8, no. 2. Leipzig: C.F. Peters. 1887.  
Grade Level 2-5 
Number of Etudes 50 
Range e’’  
Keys Up to seven sharps/flats 
Dexterity All standard techniques tested throughout 
Articulation All types and widely varied patterns 
Rhythm Wide variety across the collection 
Most etudes maintain a single rhythm 
Meter Conventional 
Clefs Bass, Tenor 
Ornamentation Appear throughout 
Expression Tradition requires each be played with a great 
deal of style  
Etude length One-half to 2 pages.  
 
The standard etudes – their importance to the bassoon repertoire cannot be overstated. 
Nearly every bassoonist has studied them at some point in their career; they represent a 
shared heritage among all bassoonists past, present, and future.  
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Appendix A: Results of survey 
 I surveyed 43 different sources of suggested bassoon etude repertoire. These included 
college syllabi and articles by performers and pedagogues, found online and in the IDRS journals 
from 1970 onward. An etude was entered into the tally by being either being listed in a studio 
syllabus, stated as part of a course of study by a professor or performer’s teacher, or presented as 
a resource for a specific task (e.g. articulation, orchestral excerpts).  
 
Table 12. Results of survey. 
Number of occurrences Composer Title 
22 Milde 25 Studies in Scales and Chords 
20 Milde 50 Concert Studies 
17 Weissenborn Method 
14 Giamperi 16 Studi Giornialieri 
 Jancourt 26 Melodic Studies 
 Orefici 20 Melodic Studies 
 Weissenborn Opus 8, no. 2 
13 Bitsch Vingt Etudes 
10 Gambaro 18 Studies 
 Kovar 24 Daily Exercises 
9 Bozza Quinze Etudes Journalieres 
8 Jacobi Six Caprices 
7 Orefici Bravoura Studies 
 Oubradous Enseignement Complet 
6 Pivonka Rythmic 
5 Bertoni 12 Studies 
 Bruns Fagottstudien op. 32 
 Ozi 42 Caprices 
 Piard 16 Characteristic Studies 
 Piard Quatre-vingt-dix Etudes 
 Weissenborn Opus 8, no. 1 
4 Hawkins Melodious and Progressive Etudes 
 Oromszegi Tíz Modern Fagott-Etúden 
 Pivonka Little Etudes 
 Pivonka Virtuózni 
 Rode 15 Caprices 
 Vaulet Twenty Studies 
3 Bona Rhythmical Articulation 
 Bozza Douze Caprices 
 Dubois Douze Etudes 
 Gatti 22 Grandi Esercizi 
 Milde (no specific title given) 
 Neukirchner 23 Intermediate Etudes 
 Pivonka (no specific title given) 
 Satzenhofer (no specific title given) 
 Uhl Fünfzehn Etüden 
2 Ferling 48 Famous Studies 
 Fink Introducing the Tenor Clef 
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 Flament (no specific title given) 
 Hara Fagott-Iskola 
 Hofmann Studies 
 Kopprasch 60 Studies 
 Krakamp Method 
 Martelli Quinze Etudes 
 Moortel Seven Etudes 
 Ohlberger Studien Uver Orchesterstellen 
 Paine Studies and Melodious Etudes 
 Piard (no specific title given) 
 Pierne Method 
 (no author given) Rubank Method 
 Ruggiero Huit Etudes Atonales 
 Schmidt Technical Studies 
 Waterhouse, ed.  30 Classical Studies 
 Weissenborn (no specific title given) 
1 Allard Method 
 Bertoni Rhythm Studies [?] 
 Bianchi Twelve Studies 
 Bianci [?] Seven [?] 
 Blume 36 Studies 
 Borris Musik fur Fagott 
 Bourdeau Trente Etudes 
 Boutry Douze Etudes Atonales 
 Bozza (no specific title given) 
 Bozza Etudes Karnatiques 
 Bozza Graphismes 
 Buck Elementary Method 
 Curtis New Millenium Bassoon Method 
 Dherin Nouvelle Technique 
 Drouet Bravura [?] 
 Dziegielewski Skola na fagot 
 Gebauer Six Caprices 
 Heintz Orchestral Etudes 
 Herfurth A Tune-A-Day 
 Hilton Bass to Tenor Clef 
 Junge Konzert-Studien 
 Kummer Bravura [?] 
 Lacour Dodecaprices [?] 
 Lenz Method 
 Lowman Ten Etudes 
 McDowell Practical Studies 
 Maxwell High-Note Studies 
 Moyse (no specific title given) 
 Orefici (no specific title given) 
 Oubradous  Preludes-Etudes 
 Ozi Tutor 
 Pannier Studien fur Fagott 
 Pares Scales 
 Pivonka Characteristic Studies 
 Pivonka Technické 
 Rose Miscellany for Bassoon 
 Siennicki Technical Growth 
 Solomon Etudes to Spring 
 Weait Bassoon Scales for Reading 
 Weait Bassoon Warmups 
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Appendix B: Etude Collections Organized by Grade Level 
Table 13. Etude collections organized by grade level. 
Grade Range Composer Title 
1-2 McDowell First Book of Practical Studies 
1-3 Falcone 32 Intermediate  
 Junge Fagott-Studien 
 McDowell Second Book of Practical Studies 
 Patterson Introduction to Contemporary Music 
1-4 Weissenborn Opus 8, no. 1 
1-5 Moritz Two and Three-Tone Exercises 
1-6 Kovar 24 Daily Studies 
2-3 Fink Introducing the Tenor Clef 
 Hause Dreissig Etüden 
2-4 Bona Rhythmical Articulation 
 Jancourt Thirty-Eight Progressive Melodies 
 Joubert 32 Etudes Faciles 
 Siennicki Technical Growth for the Bassoonist 
 Slama 66 Studies 
2-5 Oubradous Enseignement Complet 
3-4 Clark and O’Loughlin Melodious Etudes 
 Drouet 32 Studies 
 Louchez Vingt-Etudes Faciles 
 Ozi 42 Caprices 
 Vaulet Twenty Studies 
3-5 Bourdeau Trente Etudes 
 Dhellemmes 25 Etudes Polyphoniques 
 Ferling 48 Famous Studies 
 Heintz Orchestral Etudes 
 Hofmann Exercises, op. 36 
 Kopprasch 60 Studies 
 Satzenhofer 24 Studies 
 Weissenborn Opus 8, no. 2 
4-5 Bozza Douze Caprices 
 Bruns Fagottstudien op. 32 
 Gambaro 18 Studies 
 Jacobi Six Caprices 
 Junge Konzert-Studien 
 Lowman Ten Etudes 
 Martelli Quinze Etudes 
 Milde 25 Studies in Scales and Chords 
 Oubradous Preludes-Etudes 
 Pivonka Little Etudes 
 Pivonka Technické 
4-6 Almenräder 48 Exercises 
 Garfield 31 Etudes 
 Gatti 22 Grandi Esercizi 
 Jancourt 26 Melodic Studies 
 Milde 50 Concert Studies 
 Pivonka Rhythmic 
5-6 Bianchi Twelve Etudes 
 Boutry Douze Etudes Atonales 
 Denissow Fünf Etüden 
 Dubois Douze Etudes 
 Fiorillo Etudes 
 Giampieri 16 Studi Giornalieri 
 Lacour 28 Etudes on the Modes of Limited 
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Transposition 
 Orefici 20 Melodic Studies 
 Orefici Bravoura Studies 
 Oromszegi Tíz Modern Fagott-Etúd 
 Piard 16 Characteristic Studies 
 Piard Quatre-vingt-dix Etudes vols. 1-2 
 Rode 15 Caprices 
 Uhl Fünfzehn Etüden 
6 Bertoni 12 Studies 
 Bitsch Vingt Etudes 
 Bozza Graphismes 
 Bozza Onze Etudes sur des modes Karnatiques 
 Bozza Quinze Etudes Journalieres 
 Ouzounoff 36 Nouvelles Etudes 
 Pivonka Virtuózni 
 Romani 11 Acquarelli Musicali 
 Romani Dieci Caprici Fantastici 
 Ruggiero Huit Etudes Atonales 
 Weisberg 15 Etudes 
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